
Studies on the Heat Conductin In Wood

By Takamaro MAKU

The present study is a discussion on the resuJts of investigations

made hitherto by author on heat conduction in wood.

Introduction

The heat conduction in wood makes one of the most important problems in utilizing

woods, and it is needed to study from that theory the efficient heat treatment of wood,

for example, steaming and cooking as pretreatment in manufacturing veneer, bending

wood, fireproof wood, and fungiproof wood, steaming as pre- and intermittent~treatment

in drying of wood, and hotpressing in plywood manufacturing.

It was HUNT]") (1915) who first·observed that the effect of steaming of wood which

had been a heat treatment most practisized from long ago has close relation· with the

internal temperature and moisture of wood. VVIRKA;S) (1924) reported on the steaming

of southern pine and MACLEAN2;) (1927-34) applied the theory of heat conduction to this

problem for the first time to open the theoretical studies of steaming of wood. In our

country, some works~G),4:»),44) were published on the steaming of wood.

There have been hardly published on the fundamental studies of hot-pressed plywood

manufacturing except those of BI1.'TNER]), PERRy4G), and DELMONTE') who published some

reports on how to select the time and temperature schedule in hot-pressing, and also

hardly reported on the temperature distribution in wood drying27) and on cooking of wood.

It is therefore easily imaginable that the insufficiency of the theoretical investigations

on the heat conduction in wood which relates to widely and highly employed utilization

of wood would prevent further development of reasonable utilization of wood consider

ably.

The auther treated theoretically and experimentally this problem and made in

vestigations concerning to the equation of heat conduction of anisotropic wood and sum

marized solutions for important cases expected in heating of wood. For important

application it hat been intended to simplify of calculation by showing practical method

and by presenting nomograph, for special cases of application, also, the temperature
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calculation method has been shown.

1. The differential equation for heat conduction through wood

1. Equatjon by rectangular coordinates

Wood is a kind of heterogeneous, anisotropic, and porous material made by organic

unions of many kind of cells which are composed chiefly of cellulose, lignin, pentosan,

and others, and which contain air, water, and many other complicated chemical in

gredients. The flow of heat in wood, therefore, takes place theoretically in close correla

tion with radiation, convection, and conduction. Since the dimensions of cells in wood

vary with species, age, position of tree stem, location, and other factors, the following

are some examples of maximum dimensions; of vessel the diameter is 200-500 J1 in Casta

nea (KUR.I) and the length is 800-1500 p. in Clethra (RYOBU); of wood fiber the diame

ter 25-30 J1 in Paulownia (KIRI) and Aesculus (TOTI) and the length 1000-2000 J1 in

Tilia (SINA); of tracheid the diameter is 50~65 J1 in Ginkgo (ICHO) and the length

3200~6000 J1 in Abies (MoTI). In such dimensions of the cells, it has been shown hithert02),3~)

that the influences of radiation and convection are very small so that the flow of heat

through wood is only made by conduction along the cell membrane and the cell cavity.

For such large pieces of wood as used in industrial matrials the histological anisotropy

is largely neglected and at least for one direction it can be assumed as a homogeneous

body. Now suppose a micro-cube of wood as shown in Fig. 1 and let the radial~, tan-

z
,

~
I

r,

III f:

~
~(f \ CO:I IJ

dy
~----y

Fig. 1

gential-, and fiber-direction be parallel to x~, Y-, and z-axis, and the thermal con

ductivity along the x-axis, i. e. the direction of the radius be Ax, then the amount of
atheat flowing in this cube through the plate I in time dB is - Ax ax dy dz dB, and that
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~ ( at \flowing out this cube through the plate II is-Ax~ox- .. t +---dx) dy dz df}. Consequently
u ax i

when Ax is constant in this range of temperature change, the amount of heat remaining
'-"°t

in the micro-cube is Ax~o dx dy dz dt). The same relation is also obtained with y. and z
uX·

axis, and so the total amount of heatdQ remaing in this micro-cube is expressed -as

follows.

. a~t o~t d~t '
dQ= (.Ax~+ }.y~+ AZ-

d
., )dx dy dz dt)

_.'. uX· oy- z- I

when the rate of temperature raising of wood is g~,. density R and specific heat c,

then dQ = cR dx' dy dz _a'--.df}.
- of}

From the both equations,

or

at _Jx_fPt_ Jy_a~t+~a~tl

8H - cR ax' + cR 8y' cR 8z' I
at a~t a~t .a~t J

at) = ax ax~ + ay ay~ + at! az~ /

................................. (1)

where ax, ay, at! are the thermal diffusivity along the radial-, tangential~, and fiber

direction in wood. Equation (1) is the basic form for the heat conduction in wood.

2. Equation by cylindrical coordinates

As shown later, it can be written approximately ax = ay. For expressing formula (1)

by cylindrical coordinates, let ax = ay = at, and at! = au and then we write x = r cos cp,

y = r sin cp

and (1) is. transformed

This can be regarded as an approximate heat conduction equation in round wood.

II. The factors influencing on the thermal diffusivity

In making solution of (l) and (2), generally it is requisite that the thermal diffusivity

a( =A/cR) is constant. However, the factors A, c, and R, which constitute a are in

fluenced by temperature, density, moisture, the direction of fiber and others, and so

before discussing the application of the above basic equation some consideration will be
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made about, the influences of these factors on a, by referring literatures hitherto.

1. Relation of the density (i. e. wood species) and the thermal diffusivity

Long ago DEBYE gave a formula for the relation between the thermel conductivity

and the density of insulating materials as follows:

where K is a constant, c specific heat, R density, and p compressive rate, and MATANO~;;)

made a theoretical discussion on the same problem by the idea of combining the substan

cial and the vacuole parts in parallel and series but it is not available to applicate

to wood. It is obvious that A has theoretically the value near to the mean of that of

cell membrane and of cell cavity, increasing with the increase of density between the two

limits of the thermal conductivities of air and the true density of cell membrane. It has

been regarded very difficult to deduce the relation of the density and the thermal con

ductivity physically by analyzing various factors which influence on wood structure, and

hitherto chiefly experimental formulas have been presented.

KOLLMANN presented the following formula by the use of many estimated values~2)

reported previously on any species of wood at 20°C and 10%.

A, ~ Oo15(1~O)"; + Oo04} (3)

Au = 0.45(1~Or;+ 0.04/ .

where AL and A// are the thermal conductivity to the directions rectangular and parallel

to the fiber respectively (kcaljm he), R is density of wood (kg/m3 ). He corrected these

formulas later24
) that both AL and Au increase linearly with the increse of density. WAKASU

G(;;;) gave the following formula with dry Ochroma (Balsa), Paulownia (KIRI), Crypto

meria (SUGI), Pinus (MATU), and Guajacum (Ligunum-Vitae).

AL=O.022+0.168 r u

AL=0.035+0.00015 R

(KOLLMANN. 27°C 12%) }
......... (4)

(WAKASUGI, 20°C)

The linear relation between AL and R has also been found by ROWLEy47), THNELL,

NARAYANAMURTI40), and others. Fig. 2 shows the results of these estimations, where

good agreements can be seen.

As to the relation between the density and the specific heat, DUNLApfi) reported that

- 4- --
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both have no relation in the range of R=230-1100. There:fore, the relation between the

density and the thermal diffusivity can be determined by the ratio A/R. As obvious from

Fig. 2, in the range of R=400-S00, it can be written A/R=~ constant and so it may be

\

~

::';'028
~

hi a2f1....,
~

~o.20
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D o./b--~
~0.72
'U

~ 0.08
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-- Rowley (2¢.'t, OfPd 12%)
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/ ',!
I ,I ,/

71/1 // /'",., ,1 '
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I
~

~

//
I " # ~

1/./
I~~<P

./JI" "
~"
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}(9/.,.,J

De.nsity R

Fig.2 Relation between the density and the
thermal conductivity of wood

said that a is independent upon the density, accordingly upon the species of wood under

the given temperature and the moisture content; but for lighter (R<400) and heavier

(R>SOO) woods, the value likely has inclination to increase slightly.

2. The relation of the direction of fiber and the thermal diffusivity

According to GRIFFITHS & KA YE10) the value of ).'" in the radial direction is larger

than that in tangential direction by comparatively small difference, and for a practical

purpose there can be written A", = 0",+ Ay )/2 or Ax = Ay = A",. The basic equation (2) by

cylindrical coordinates is derived from on this condition.

The relation between that value parallel and rectangular to the fiber direction is

given by formula (3), the former being 2.0-2.5 times as large as the latter. Table 1

compiles the values of the thermal conductivity of wood reported hitherto, which clearly

indicates that the ratio A.jA.", can be regarded as 2.0-2.5 as in formula (3). Rand c

give no influence on direction so that the thermal diffusivity is determined solely by the

thermal conductivity, and the value of Au is regarded as 2.0-2.5 times as large as that of A",.

- 5 --
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. Table 1 .Thermal, conductivity of wood

0.148 1. 796

0.119 2.45 Smithso-
nian

0.137 1. 94
Physical

0.180 1. 72 ITables

0.084 2.65
I

0.151 2.17
I

0.310

0.2661

0.328

0.266 I

0.292

0.223

0.74// 20

0.5411 //

0.701/ //

0.82// 15

0.45// 60

0.64 15

Fraxinus
(Ash)

Abies
(Fir)

Swietenia
(Mahogany)

Quercus
(Oak)

Pinus
(White pine)

Teetona
(Teak)

I Spec. Moisture Temper- A" A.L Kcal/mho I
Species

I

Gravity content ature Kcal/

I \

A" /A.L Reporter
u% °C mho Ax "r u 71.11

Fraxinus
I

0.74 I 15 20 0.263 0.151 I 0.140 I 1. 814(Ash) Griffiths
Picea 0.41 16 0.191 0.104 0.090 1. 969(Spruce) II and

Swietenia 0.70 15 II 0.266 0.144 0.133 1. 927 Kaye(Mahogany)

juglans 0.65 12 0.284 0.126 0.119
"

2.328(Walnut) //

I I

Quercus 10.9""'0.8 20"",30 I 0.320 0.15"",0.18
I '

(KASHIWA)
0"",10

I
2.13"",1. 78

Aceracea 0.72 // I 0.360 0.150 2.40(KAEDE) 1/

IFraxinus
I

0.74 15
I

0.260 0.11 1. 73 I

(TONERIKO) //

IFagus 0.70 30
I

. 0.300 SHIBA(BUNA) //
I

Swietenia
i

I(PhYSical)
(MAHOGAN!)

0.70 13 // 0.270 O. 130 2.08
I Tables
I

Abies 0.41"",0.42 10 1/ 0.170 0.110 1. 55(MOM!)
I

I

I

// // 20 1/ 0.220 0.120
I

1. 83 !

I

I

// II 30 // 0.260 0.135
I

1. 92
I

Pinus 0.49(ro) 15 II 0.300 0.120 2.5 .(Kiefer)

Abies
(Tanne)

0.41// 12 II 0.220 O. 092"",0. 112 2.39"",1. 961

Acer
I(Ahorn)

0.59 II 15 II 0.370 O. 137"",0. 156 2.7 "",2. 37 Kollmann

Buxus 0.9211 10"",15 0.335 O. 129"",0. 147 2.6 "",2.28 Cech

- )
(Buchsbaum) // nologie

Quercus 0.21 des

(Stieleiche)
0.6511 II

I
1/ "",0.30j 0.110"",0.170 1. 82 Holzes I

juglans 0.6411 10 II 0.2381 0.091 2.62
(Walnup)

Teetona

I

0.63// 10"",15 // 0.330 O. 140"",0. 170 2.36"",1. 94
(Teak)

I

1'0, l'n : Spec. gravity at moisture content 0, u.
A", A.L : Thermal conductivity in fiber- and transverse direction.
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3. Consideration on the relation of the specific gravity and the thermal

conductivity

For the purpose of simplification, the constitutional factors of wood which infuluence

on the thermal conductivity are classified into two categories; anisotropic substance of

cell membrane and isotropic substance in cell cavity. The histological classification is

so complicated according to the species, individuality, spring wood, summer wood, and

so on, conifers is comparatively less complicated of the constituents and is considered

generally to be composed of following complex system (ref. Fig. 3).

Tangential section
Fig. 3 Picea jesoensis (EZOMATU)

a. The case parellel to fiber

Cross section

i--Cell membrane parallel to fiber-cell membrane rectangular to fiber

-I-Cell membrane slanting to fiber (adiacent wall of upper and lower cell)-cell

cavity

b. The case rectangular to fiber

- 7 .-
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Ci) Tangential direction

,-Cell membarne rectangular to fiber (includes wood ray)

I-i-cell membrane rectangular to fiber-cell cavity

I1-[
(ii) Radial direction

~_I-cell membrane rectangular to fiber-cell membrane parallel to fiber

I -Cell membrane rectangular to fiber~cell cavity

I

i
[-i_

Of the above systems the rate of wood ray in wood differs with species, individuality,

the .position of tree stem, and so on; conifers, ChamaecyParis (Eastern White Ceder)

contains 3.9% and Larix (Western Larch) 10% (usually 5-8%); broad-leaved trees,

Tilia(Basswood) conta;ns 6.1% and Morus (Mulberry) 44.7% (usually 10-20%)9),14),li),.i9).

These data indicate that if wood ray influences on the thermal conductivity there should

be considerable,differences between the conductivities along tangential and radial direc

tions. among species of wood. . It is imaginable that the wood of large rate of wood ray

would give larger Ax than All" and that the wood of large rate of summer wood would

show tendency to reverse the above relation. For the difference between Ax and All obtain

ed experimentally, GRIFFITHS reported that Ax is larger while ROWLEY reported that in

the wood show;ng large difference between spring- and summer-wood All is larger but

in the others there is no difference between Ax and All' and WANGAAD;(j) described that the

broad-leaved trees give larger Ax and that conifers give not so differnt Ax and All. Con

sequently, the difference is so small that it can be neglected in practice. This controversy

of theory and experimental results may be explained by smaller volume-rate of wood ray

and by its comparatively isolated presence in wood, but the details of the reason of this

controversy has not yet clarified up to the present time. If it is allowed to neglect the

influence of wood ray for practical purpose from the above descriptions, and to neglect,

for the system a, the influence of "cell membrane slanting to fiber" by the reason that

the ratio of the d;.ameter of tracheid to the length is very smalll7), the systems above

men60ned are simplified as follows.

-8-
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a. The case parallel to fiber

_I-cell membrane parallel to fiber

-Cell cavity

b. The case transverse to fiber

1- Cell

I-i-Cell

l~[

membrane rectangular to fiber

membrane rectangular to fiber-cell cavity

a. The case parallel to fiber

This system is shown schemat:calley ll1' Fig. 4. When the fractional void volume and

cell membrane volume is p and 1- p, the mean thermal conductivity)." in this system

IS

1

7- P tJ

II
I I

I I

I

ILl
Fig. 4

).,,=).,,'+(}.a-).,,') P (5)

where ).Il is the thermal conductivity of cell cavity and }.' u that of cell membrane in the

direction of fiber.

As for the specific gravity of cell membrane i. e. the true specific gravity of wood,

the wood containing large amount of cellulose give higher value than the one which contains

little amount of cellulose since cellulose is heavier than lignin. And different methods of

estimation also give different values and hitherto 1. 46~]. 6;~ have been reportecl;),m.l:;l;;~'),.I'),

W) At the present time for all species of wood the average value 1. 56 is generally acce

pted, and t.aking t.his value the .relation between the specific gravit.y I'll of oven dried \,vood
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and the fractional void volume is written as p = 1-- 70/1.56 = 1-- 0.6470'

The above formula, then, is

AI/=}.a+(i.I/· -Aa)·0.641 70 ····································.···········(6)

thus A// = i.a, AI/I for 70 = 0 and 1.56 respectively.

The substance in cell cavity includes living-material, reSIn, tylose, and others, but in

dried wood it can be regarde:i as airllj). From the above formula it is obvious that i.//

increases linearly with the increase of specific gravity between two limits of the thermal

conductivities of air and the cell membrane in the fiber direction. Previous reports have

never given the value measured for AII/ in the formula. Taking the value of the thermal

conductivity of closed air Aa = 0.022, and converting the value of ,e given by GRIFFITHS

and KOLLMANN to the conditions of 20c C and 096 moisture content (ref. Table 2), the

following formula is obtained.

i.// = O. 022-t- 0.345 70·························································(6)'

Table 2 Thermal conductivity of wood in fiber direction

Reporter

&

Kaye

Griffiths

*1
0.216

0.154

0.218

0.243

0.70

0.37

0.66

0.62

I

Therm.
conductivity A //

- --------_.._.,--- ... --"----_ .._-_.__.,----_._--~~~--~- _._----------_.

Spec.
gravity roSpecies

F'raxinus (Eshe)

Picea (Fichte)

Swieteni,a (Mahagoni)

Jug/ans (Walnuss)

-- ----._--_. -_ .._------_._--------

Pinus (Kiefer) 0.49 0.246

Abies (Tanne) 0.41 0.188
Kollmann

Ace,. (Ahorn) 0.59 O. ~303
(TeChnotogie)

Buxus (Buchsbaum) 0.92 0.287 des
Bolzes

Quercus (Stieleiche) 0.62 0.218

Jug/ans (Walnuss) 0.64 0.195

l'edonia Creak) 0.63 0.283

* converted values to moisture content 0 from Table]

From this, the value of A.// is obtained as 0.562.

In this formula, 70 = 0 can not exist in reality and it is easily expected that as the

specific gravity approaches to zero the influence of convection of air becomes larger so

-- ]0--
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that the thermal conductivity surpasses the value of the closed air },a = 0.022. This phe

nomenon has been confirmed experimentally with cork by VIATZINGER, and W AK .t\SUGI

has obtained },.1 = 0.044 for Ochroma (Balsa) of specific gravity 0.06 and 0.046 for that of

specific gravity 0.08 and KOLLMANN also has employed the value 0.04. From these it seems

reasonable to take the value 1.1/. =0.04 for general use. Of common woods the one having

the least specific gravity is Paulownia (KIRr) showing average O. ~~ and Chamaecyparis

(Northern White Ce=lar) and Populus (Balsam) showing 0.35. It may be concluded that as

shown in Figure 8 the value of 1.
0

is 0.04 at 10 =0 and move to meet the formula (6)' at

the specific gravity aboutO. 3. For the practical range it can be obtained by formula (6)'.

b. The case transverse to fiber

When in this complex system the fractional volume of cell membrane in series part is

(j, then as obvious from Figure 5 the mean thermal conductivity L of the system is

. -' '+ (. P+q \1...1-J..1 },/.)(P+q) (7)
_P_+_{L_

AI/. J..1

where L' IS the thermal conductivity of the cell membrane rectangular to fiber.

I
I

Fig. 5

The rate of the part represented by q in cell membrane i.s far from being obtained

exactly because of so much complicated wood constituent. Now let us limi.t the object

of discussion to conifers which is constituted by over 90% by tracheid and its cell-work

is comparatively regularly arranged, as the cross section given in Figure 3. As well

known the cross section of cell shows various types and among them the cells of appro

xim.ately rectangular section occupy the greatest proportion. The cells in summer wood

show thicker wall than in spring wood and in the cross section the latter give longer

radial side while the fonner longer tangential side so that in a given annual ring q varies

so greatly. However, in average the cross section of cells can be assumed to be square

and q be constant in a given species of wood, and then the ratio of q to total cell

-- 11--
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membrane is determined by the ratio of the cell membrane thickness to the diameter of

the cell (see Figure 6).

- 7-p

Fig. 6

To extend this relation from conifers to broad-leaved trees which shows more comp

licated structure is somewhat doubtful but from the facts that the broad~leaved trees

contain generally over 5096 wood fiber so that the fractional volume of cell membrane of

Table 3 -l}L~ of conifers (Tracheid)
-p

0.450

0.438

0.445

0.445

0.438

0.10

0.10

0.09

0.11

0.11

0.44 i 48-55
I
I

0.33 i 35-55

MOMl

SHlRABE

TSUGA

TOGASAWARA

KARAMATU

Species

//

Larix

Abies

i

0.54 i 40-50 40-50
I

2-5Pinus HlMEKOMATU
I

10-32 i 28-40 0.10 0.445
I

I

// CHOSENMATU 0.46 i 40-55 I 30--50 15-35
1

20- 40 1.5-5 0.09 0.450I

I
I

// AKAMATU 0.48
i

50-60 48--56 15-43 I 40--50 2.5-8 0.11 0.438
I

i
I
i

// KUROMATlJ 0.62 ! 40---60 40-55 15--·40 ! 35---50 2---8 0.12 0.431
I I

Cryptomeria SUGl 0.40 ; 30-50 30---48 15--30 ! 25--40 2-7 0.13 0.425

SLiadopitys KOYAMAKl 0.41 I 30--50 15-35 130-40 3--6 0.13 0.425I 30---50

I
!

ChalnaecyjJw'is HlNOKl 0.50 I 35---50 30-50 10-25
i 30-35 2-4 0.09 0.450

i
1

I

// SAWARA 0.35 i 30--45 30----40 10---25
! 30--35 I 1--4 0.08 0.456

I

Thuja NEZUKO 0.51 ; ~~ --- 40 , 00--45 15-00 I ~5 -0~ 1--5 1 0.10 0.445
I

1

30--40
I

Thujopsts HIBA 0.50
1

25- 40 12-15 : 30--40 2--4 0.10 0.445
I i

Pseudotsuga

l'suga

I S Diameter of Tracheid Thick- !.I i
i pee. I '

I

I
ness i· !

Gravity Spring wood Summer wood of i Thl_~~nes_~i _~!L _
I }" I---~--'. cell \Diameter I 1-p
I

~ radial It~ngen- radial I ta~1ge- wall II I
, hal ntm1 i

--;::'0 .-- - :::~I- ----::~I:: :f::-::'115-30[~~J ::1-:::--:::::
j i I II

l'orreya KAY A O. 52 I 30-50 30-48 116-30 I 30-40 I 3-5 Ii 0.12 0.431

Picea TOHI O. 44 ! 40--56 38-52 112-40 i 30-45 I 2--5 I] O. 09 0.450

// EZOMATU 0.45 ! 40-55 40-50 110-40 i 30-40 I 2-5 I; 0.09 0.450

0.66 i 40-55 40-50 115-45 I 35--42 I 2--6
i I: I

45-55 II 16-40 I 30-45 I 2-6
i i

25-45110-25 I 25-40 I 2-5

0.46 i 40-60 50-65 i 18-40 i 48-60 I 2---7

O. 57 i 40-65 40-60 20--40 I 40-50 i 2---8

- 12 --
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wood fiber surpasses half and that the both groups of wood of the same specific gravity

give no significant difference in i. .L, this extention may be permissible.

On the basis of this way of thinking, Table 3 and 4 show the calculated ratio of

(mean cell membrane thickness )/(mean diameter) and of q/(1- P) using the previous data17)

for tracheid (conifers) and wood fiber (broad-leaved trees), and the relation with the

specific gravity"()).

Table 4 -1 ~P of broad-leaved trees (Wood fiber)

0.456

0.425

0.445

0.08

22~30

0.36

0.48

0.33

! S i Diameter ITh' k II
pe~. i of IC ness liThickness :

gravIty I I of--;--~-----
• i Wood I II II I Diameter .'

J 0 I fiber ce wa ! I
.... -. --.------ .._-_.- ------.--.- ---. -.-----.-.---------. i---- ---------.--- - - .._-- -_ .. --- ---_._-- -- ----I

I I
22~28 2--3 0.10 'I

3~4 0.13 I

i

20~30 i 1. 5~2. 5

Species

Pterocarya SAWAGURUM[

Polmlus DOROYANAG[

jup:!ans ONIGUR UM[

Acer KAEDE

// URAJIRO

Cimzamo1Jlu1Jl Kusu

Aesculus TOCHI

0.405

0.310

0.290

0.425 .

0.350

0.380

0.462

0.425

0.438

0.411

O. :3:33

. 0.286

0.350

0.296

0.390

0.431

0.405

0.419

0.265

0.445

0.462

0.390

0.16

0.13

O. 11

O. 15

0.25

0.30

0.23

0.29

0.18

0.12

0.16

0.14

0.32

0.10

0.07

0.18

0.07

0.28

0.30

0.13

0.23

0.19

2~3

3~4

4~5

3--4

3~5

3--4

2~4

3---4

3

4~5

2~3

2

2~4

2

2~3

3~4

3~4

3.5~4

4.5

2~3

3--5

2~3

14--16

18--20

15-20

12--14

12---15

18--22

24~28

20~25

20~24

12~16

18~23

25~30

14~20

25~30

24--28

20~25

16--18

12---16

14---16

14~16

12--16

20~250.57

0.74

O. 71

0.57

0.68

O. 76

0.88

O. 73

0.47

0.46

0.38

0.63

0.89

0.64

0.52

0.65

0.27

0.97

0.96

0.96

0.92

0.89

KURI

KEYAKI

MIZ[)NAHA

AKAGASHI

MIZUME

BlJNA

INUSHIDE

SHIRAKABA

Fraxinus S[OJ[

Myril.a Y AMAMOMO

Osmantlzus HI 11< AGI

Betula ONOOREKANBA

Buxus TUGE

Zelkowa

Prunus KANZAKUR A

Eriohotrya BI W A

Fagus

Pauloumia KIR [

Betula

Quercus

Castanea

Carpinus

Cercidiphyllum KATUR A

Magnolia HONOKI
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Figure 7 shows this resul ts diagrammatically and indicates clearly that there exists a

close relation between q/(l- P) and the specific gravity. And in this relation q/(I-- fJ)

should be 0.5 and 0 for 10 is 0 and 1. 56, respectively, and therefore

0. 6 r----...,.----.,...----,.---....---..

O'5f-----+----+--~---.J---___J
o

04 ~--_+'_~l-----A;a....,........___:_+_--o-+--~
'il,_p

o
03 1---'--+----+--- 0 0 --..:l!!l;i~---l

02 ~--~--+---+_--.l.--_____i
x Tr-acheld
o Wood fiber0. 1 L.-__-..l.....__--l L..- ---J

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 7.0 72

Spec. ~rav/t.Y TO

Fig. 7 Relation between 1J/1--/J and the spec. gravity

-q- = 0 5 - 0 0321/ -- 0 1851 ~I--p . . o· 0

thus q=0.3210-0.0206Io2~0.118ro:\ 1 (8)

p+- q = 1-- 0.32110 -- Cl.0206r02-- 0.1181,,3 ) ..

Introducing the above equations into equation (7), man can obtain the relation

between AL and roo There have been previously no reports that give the estimated value

for L' as in the case a, and so the values of L were experimentally obtai.ned for determin-
. . ,
mg J.L. With the quarter sawn, dry pieces of Chamaecyparis (HINOKI), Betula

(KABA), and Fagus (BUNA) compressed to various degrees by the pressure 35--1000 kg/

cm2 to obtain varied specific gravity in a given species of wood, the relation between

specific gravity and thermal conductivity was obtained. The results are given in Table

5. Using the mean specific gravity and thermal conductivity at various stages of com

pression and the value Aa = 0.022, I.e' can be calculated from formula (7) and (8), and the

mean value of AL'is obtained to be 0.362 Kcal/rn hO

•

On this value the relation of ro and J.L from formula (7) and (8) is reprensented

by the thick line in Figure 8. Approximately it is shown

J. L = 0.02+ 0.0724ro+ 0.093lyr)2 ( 7)'

In the range where 1"0 is extremely small, the thermal conductivity of vacant space 111

14 -
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Table 5 Thermal conductivity in various spec. gravity of wood

Therm. conductivity
Species

Applying pressure i Spec. gravity of

. ... .... ~g/cm~ J d_r~_~ood__ . L __K_ca_l/mh~~__
-------------'----

35
//

//

0.628
0.586
0.555

0.103
0.092
0.099

_ i ~~_.__..._

50

//

0.628
0.622
0.632

0.124
0.112
0.124

0.806 0.179
0.850 0.169
0.812 0.153

___ I_~ ------~._--_ ..- ~_

Clumzaecy paris

(I-IJNOK I)

,
I
I

!i----
I
i

----- ..-

100

//

500
//

0.614
0.649
0.627

0.122
0.127
0.114

0.213
0.206
0.176

0.112
0.099
0.098

0.121
0.122
0.118

0.998
0.994
0.958//

//

1000

I ~ g:~~~.
i // ; 0.683 •
I-----....-~--.--- i------------i

I

i 100 0.678
,fr 0.673
I fr 0.660
1··--·· .-...-...--------.......-..-..-..-- -.---.----..---.-.----:--- -----.-.-...

Betula

I

I
i _
I

I

500
//

//

1000
//

//

0.837
0.843
0.827

1.001
1.100
1.162

0.162
0.168
0.138

0.182
0.195
0.191

50
fr

//

0.645
0.625
0.669

0.094
0.091
0.115

Fagus

(RUNAl

~-----------··_.. I---·-~--

100 I 0.678
fr 0.658

---_.._-----~- I----~~--_ ..-I
500 I o. 83~ I

// : 0.866 I'

fr ! 0.864

10~?-i ~: gi~ 1-·----
// I 1. 008

0.109
0.121
0.115

0.131
0.161
0.125

0.172
0.155
0.181

wood is influenced by radiation and convection, and so the curve swerves from the vicinity

of ro = 0.3 to reach L = 0.04 at Yo = O. However, in the practical use this can be neglected

as m the case of a. In the figure the curve above mentioned and the experimental for

mula reported previously have been given in reference. From these it is indicated that the

values obtained by fonnula (6)', (7), and (B) are in good agreement with the experimental

-15 -
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results hitherto obtai.ned.

Kollman 7 (ZO't:. 0%) A; = 0.562
II 2 (27"C, 12 % )

Rowley (24·C J 0 %)

WAKASUal (zot: I drywood)

I'1AKU (20·CJ 0.%)

0.6,------------------,

J(~

05

02 04 0.6 0.8 10 l2 7.4 156
Spec. iJravity 10

/!~=0362

)( Cho111Cfecyp»is

• Betu/ei
o Fa 1..15

o

~
~ 0.3 ~---4-_4_-_+_-_II'_-+___f-_#--t
u
:::s

"1
~

8 0.2 t---t--+'-.III""t--+--

j
)."

eu
~ 0.7

Fig. 8 Relation between the spec. gravity and
the thermal conductivity

4. The relation of the temperature and the thermal diffusivity

For many materials it has been found from long ago by NUSSELT 41) that A is propor-

tional to absolute temperature and KOLLMANN pointed out that this relation was applicable

for wood, thus

A~ = A~--~- = A~~;~~{~-"""""""""""""""""""""""""'" -(9)

where At and A~ are the thermal conductivity at temperature tt and t~, respectively.

WAKASUGI gave the following formula for the direction perpendicular to fiber

At = Ao+O. 000075t ' (10)

where Ao and At are the thermal conductivity at temperature 0 and toe. For the relation

between specific heat and temperature DUNLAP 6) has given for oven dried wood of any

species

c = 0.266+ O. 001l6t (11)

-16 -
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Since the influence of density on temperature can be neglected practically the change

of a by temperature is determined from formula (9), (10), and (11), and as clear from

these formulas A and c increase with the rise of temperature so that a is slightly influen

ced by temperature but it can be regarded as a constant and the mean value is used in

practice.

5. The relation of the moisture content and the thermal diffusivity

The thermal conductivity of water at 20"C is about 0.507 Kcaljm hO and so with the

increase of moisture content thermal conductivity of wood increases, but after the free

water begins to appear it decreases in order. When a large amount of water is contained

in wood, the relation between moisture content and the thermal conductivity is often consi

derably complicated since the distribution of free water which is controlled by capillary

force can not be free from heterogeneity in the range from the fiber saturation point to

water saturation point and the moisture gradient is often influenced by the change of the

temperature gradient. vVhen these influences are comparatively small there is a consider

ably definite relation between the both, and according to GRIFFITHS & KAYE 10) and

ROWLEY <17), particularly to the latter, there can be obtained the following experimental

formula for any species of wood in the range of moisture content u = 5 ,,-,30()£

Xc = A; {1- 0.012(u[ - u~ )} (12)

where Al and A~ are the thermal conductivities at the moisture content U 1 and tL (%).

MACLEAN':') has presented for the range below fiber saturation point.

A= G(1.39+ 0.028u)+ 0.165 (13)

where A is B. T. U./h ft ~ (deg.Flinch) and G specific gravity (dry weight/wet volume).

And for the range above it

),=G(1.39+0.038u)+0.165 (14)

These indicate under a given temperature and a specific gravity there are tendencies

similar to each other in both cases.

No report has been published on the relation between moisture content and the ther

mal conductivity in fiber direction but according to MACLEAN'i:,) it is at least 2.5 times as

large as that in the direction perpendicular to fiber. It seems reasonable that the relation

given in article 1- 3 is satisfied for any moisture content.

- 17 --
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In the next, the following formula is obtained for the relation between moisture

content and specifk heat, when the latter are C~ and Cr. at oven dried and x YK moisture

content in wood and Cm in water,

C;e = X-C II.+0- x)co

Taking relation x=uj(l+u), where x, u are the moisture content based on wet and dry

weight and taking C w = 1,

u+Cocl(, = --- --- '" '" '" '" (15;
u+l

As for the relation between moisture content and density KOLLMANN has given the

following formula in the range of u =0 ......25% on the data by MC)/{ATH ~)i) and by U. S.

Forest Products Laboratory21)

l+u
Ta = ro -r=t---0.84u1.o ·(16)

and under the consideration that maximum swelling by moisture absorption occurs at a

little higher moisture content than the fiber saturation point, he has presented a graph

shown in Fig. 9, which has been confirmed to be applicable in good agreement for many

species of wood. Therefore the change of a by the change of moisture content is deter

mined by the use of formula (12 )-( 16) and Fig. 9.

5 707520 304050 700 750 3XlJOOwasaJ
"'nMoisture content U

- t-... ~
!/ th..

r/'(11h..
r;f////l'.~

'/
~Ij//!JViJ :J)h...0

I-'~ rI'Ij//J 1/// II 'I J 7~-- "'v IJWI fjJ ill/ / I
L.--~
L,...-

"'[/1/VI/;VI1/1// /~I- ....
L..--~ .... ViJIWIVI IJ1/-- 1-1-L..---I-'

~Vi.lVI I/} i/~ 1-1---.--- ",/ 77 /J:-...... I-- ,......
1-1"" ,/""// /- I-

-~ .... r,;.;. ....7/L,...- l.--.-- l-
I I ....

7.7

lO

00.9

~013
~

':;' 0.'1
~
~o.6

~ 0.5
Cl

V) a4

0.3

0.2
0

7.4

/.3

7.2

Fig. 9 Relation between the moisture content and
the spec. gravity (KOLLMANN)

Now in article 1- 5 the results of hitherto studies on the thermal diffusivity of wood
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have bee~l s'..lmmarizecl and explained. Some examples of calculation are given In Fig.

10---12. The broken lines in these fjgures are based on an assumption that above mois-

( b)

0. 3",----..,.----...,...---......,-----,..-----,
emf'.
/mm 60"c

~025t----+-----+----+----+------;

~
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Fig. 10 f~elation between the density and the thermal deffusiL\ity
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Fig. 11 Helation between the temperature and the thermal~ diffusivity
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Fig. 12 Relation between the moisture content and the thermal diffusivity

ture content 359t{ formula (12) is applicable. From these figures it is seen that, 111 the

relation of density and thermal diffusivity. (IJ.. is practically constant in the range of
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R=350-800 and that for aJJ the changes in R>500 can be neglected since the degree of

the changes may be within the range of individual error of wood, in the relation of

temperature and thermal diffusivity both (J..L and au show different tendencies with the

change of moisture content, decreasing in lower· moisture range and increasing in higher

range, as in the case of s:::>me kinds of insulating material. However, for general usage,

the mean value is quite free from the errors. Finally in the relation of moisture content

and thermal diffusivity a.L and au decrease with the increase of moisture content particul

arly remarkably up to the vicinity of the fiber saturation point.

In summarizing these the thermal diffusivity of wood keeps to be practically constant

in the change of temperature and over-all species of wood and s:::> the theoretical solution

is easily obtained, but in the case where moisture content varies during heating the value

of a varies with these change, for this case appropriate consideration is needed. However,

as shown later, some degrees of change in a produce not so large error due to tempera

ture and for practical use the changes by 10-30% at high moisture content and by a few

% below the fiber saturation point can be neglected and the mean value of a is used

without committing great error.

III. Experiments on the factors influencing on the thermal diffusivity

In chapter II the value of (J. obtained indirectly from the results reported hitherto on

J., c and R has been discussed. The value of a in this meaning will be denoted as calcul

ated value hereafter. Very few reports have been published on the availability of this

value into the pratical use, and attempts have been made by the present auther on this

problem on wood-plate using the theoretical solution of the simplest case and by measur

ing the interior distribution of temperature the experimental value a has been given and

the influences of various factors have been investigated. The value of a thus obtained

will be denoted as experimental value hereafter.

1. The heat conduction In wood plate under the ordinary boundary condition

When a very wide plate is heated from both surfaces by hot water or aIr of a constant

temperature, the heat flows solely in the direction perpendicular to the surface and

through fluid film at the boundary of plate. Taking the thickness of plate 2a, the

initial temperature distribution f( x), and the temperature of heating medium t ~ °C, there

~xist the following equatiohs (d. Fig. 13).

- 20
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t
I
I

I
I

-a -y- a X

I

'/

I
Fig. 13

.~{ =a1. ~;~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ········-(17)·

f) = 0 : t = I( x) ( 18)

x = +a : .!1~ =[- 11.( t - t1) =--= 0 (19)
ax

x = 0 : ;; = 0 ·(20)

where h=h'/i.1.' (11.' is film coefficient of heat transfer)

Let T=t- t 1

aT a~T
..._._- = a1. -- (17)'

at} 8xz

(j = 0 : T = I( x) - t: = F( x) -( 18)'

aTx = =fa: -"'-_. =fh 7'=0 (19)'
ox

x = 0 : ~f = 0 (20)'

the particular solution is

t Un ~
1 = Un -a1. ,_.. ) 0 Un riL F( Un dT= -- l: --~------e \ a. cos --- x, i.)cos-i. i.
a 71=1 un+sin Un COS Un a ~ _(I, a

where Un is the nth real root of equation cot U = u/ha

thus the solution is

1; - (1'1. ( Un )' ~ tI . U Ii U Ii

1- 11 = - LJ e .. a COS ·-x ..... ---- ..-. \,11 { I(J.) - t
l } COS Un i.d;. (21)

a,,=1 a It/,+sin Un cos U" • -it . a

-- 21 -
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---~~---------------~----_._---

When the initial temperature distribution of the plate IS uniform, that is to,

let /0) = to

then

(
' Un ) ~t 1 - t c~,' - aL -- B U S1'n It

-------~,_ -_ 2 \. e '" a " n ' nL . cos --x ------------
t 1 - to Jl:1 a un+sin Un cos Un

............... ···(22)

For temperature t llb at the mid-plane of the plate, let x = 0

(
I Un " ~

~ 1 -- t,Jl, 2 ~~ e -iYL ,,-a" ',J B _,__~~~~__~L -- ···············(23)
t, - to n=1 u n+ sin Un cos Un

Formula (21)-(23) are well known regarding to the heat conduction of homogeneous

body, and the values of Un at various ha are given in Table 6. Therefore with known h'

and 0. the interior temperature t of the plate is obtained from these solutions. However,

the exact calculation is very complicated so that GUl<.NEY and Lu!:{! E, 11) considering solution
. t,-t x (j

(22) as a dimensionless equation regardmg to t 1'- to' it' and a.-a~- , have given Fig. 14

for a simplified calculation.

I Cl

~N07 ~~~~~I~~~~~~~~~~I! I 0.08 ~-
~....; 0.06

0.01
o.03~----1r--"::-'~=-,"'+'i;"::,,-,,~~~~--~

002r----+-''<;---~~~~---C:>'''d''''-C''~..,,-__t

0.07OL------:lc"':O-->c:=:..>..~------::~---"'----'~:"l

Fig. 14 Diagram of eq. (22)

The film coefficient of heat transfer h' is varied depending on temperature, velocity,

the kind of heating medium, the surface conditions of the heated body and other

factors, and the value of h' becomes very large when condensing vapor is used as heating

medium, being reported 7000--12000 Kcal/m~ho. There are hardly published on the es

timated values of h' on woods. According to the present auther under the conditions of

hot air of temperarture 80°C, relative humidity 40%, and velocity nearly 0, h' was nearly

15 Kcal;m~ h" irrespective of the surface conditions and wood species.

In this case the time (j~'1 required to reach equilibrium between the temperature of

-- 22 -.-
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=0.01that

( Un \ ~

plate and the heating medium is obtained when the factor e--It -_ a) R which is influen-

ced by time is extremely small, and for practical use it is sufficient

{
- Un \ ~

-(l~ -- t:l
e '- a I

then

4.6a2
(lnrt = ~~" ············(24)

(I.,. Un:

and this can be obtained with the use of the minimum value U~.

Table 6 Roots of eq. cot u=ll/ha

ha U u~ U:l u~

----~-_.~-----------~ _.._~_._---- -----_.._-_._----------~._-

I

0 0 /t 2/t 371:'

0.001 0.032 3. 142 6.28:3 9.425

0.002 0.044 3.142 6.284 9.425

0.005 O. 071 3.143 6.284 9.425

0.01 0.100 3.145 6.285 9.426

0.02 O. 141 3.148 6.286 9.427

0.05 0.222 3.157 6.291 9.430

O. 1 0.311 3.173 6.299 9.435

0.2 0.433 3.204 6.315 9.446

0.5 0.653 3.292 6.362 9.477

0.861 3.426 6.437 9. 529

2 1.079 3.644 6.578 9.630

5 1. 300 3.936 6.814 9.811

10 1. 428 4. :305 7.229 10.200

20 1. 498 4.491 7.495 10.513

50 1. 536 4.619 7. 703 10.783

co 1/2./t 3/2.71:' 5/2./t 7/2.71:'

Now, when condensing steam is used as heating medium, h' is extremely large so

that putting h' --, co i. e. h --f co,

(2n--l) i:-
Un = ----------.

2

sin Un = ( _l)Il-l

cos un=O

.- 23
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thus, equation (21}-(23) become

1- 11 =~ __ £ e -iYL (2n~~ /8 cos ~~~_=!2~ x \~ff {/(A) _~ llfl cos~-~~~!~J.dJ. (25)
a 71=1 2a ~ -fl, . 2a

t, - t 4 ~ -aL (q!_~lJ[)~H (2n -1)n (_1)/(-1 r '

----=- 2:: e \ 2a cos ---------X .--------~- ···························(26)
t 1 - to n n=1 2a 2n~ 1

t" - 1m, 4 '::', -aL (2n-=-12£)~8 (_1)'1-1
---- = - L, e 2a / ···············(27)
t 1 - to n n=1 2n-l

using u 1 = 2 ' solution (24) becomes

18. 4a~
fJp(1 = ----Q--- •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·(28)

a L n"

Under this condition, the boundary condition (19) becomes

x==-Fa : 1=/
1

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••.•••• ···(19)"

This indicates that when heated with steaming, the wood surface reaches approximately

the temperature of steam at once and the boundary condition come to an accordance

with that of the case where the plate is hotpressed from both surfaces. It is concluded

henceforth that the raise of the interior temperature of plate is most rapid when heated

with steaming or by hotpress.

2. Experiments on the relation between density and the thermal diffusivity

a. Experiments by hotpressing

When a plate is heated from both surfaces by hotpress, for satisfying condition (19)",

the problem comes to the perfectness of the contact between hot plate and the wood

plate, or technicall y the control of pressure of hotpress. The present author made experi

ments with oven dried Fagus (BUNA) of measuring the temperature of mid-plane of the

plate under hotpressing at the pressure below 0.05, 10, 20, and 30 kg/cm~ and the results

are shown in Fig. 15. The curve therein is the one calculated theoretically putting a = 0.1.

In this case, from solution (28) let a = 0.72,

18.4·0.72~
Befl = .. 9.7 min

0.1·3.14~

This indicates that at 10 minutes after being heated the temperature of mid-plane reaches

about 130'C and gives good agreement with experimental result of hot:pressing above
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10 kgjcm~. From this agreement it may be regarded that the boundary condition (19)" is

satisfied at the pressure over 10 kgjcm~.

~~r
..

1/
l

.I~ T~I--- ....

J

~~ ._- f---."I§
c-r Pressure of

Hot: press
KJlcm?

1 19 Below 005

'J 0 70
A 20
X • 30

,10 0 2 4- 6 8 lOlL' 74-
Heat/n~ time () mm

Fig. 15 Change of temperature in mid-'plane
(Hotpressing). Oven dry Beech,
spec. gray. 0,65-0,67, thickness
1. 43 -1,45 em, heating temp. 130cC

730

120

1< 770
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700
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~

'7' 80
~
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With the pressure of 10 kgjcm\ oven dried, plain sawn pieces of various species were

hotpressed at t 1 = 130 and to =20, and measuring the temperatures of its mid-plane, the

value of UL were calculated from solution (27). The results are shown in Table 7. From

this table it is indicated that (a) u"- is essentially a constant, (b) UL is almost the same

in the range of Ca'11'11::m WJC)::l s;Jccies ir[esp~ctive of the specific gravity and (c) a"- gives

.If<JO 500 bO{1
J)ensl"ly R

..[ bO'c, 0%

i

7. PinuS ? Chamaayparls

J. Cryplo/1le1iO 4-. Frd)(;'J1<-1S

5 Fafj-J.A5 b. {;)ve- rcus

~I Ig,
I

.~

,
°3 4 5 tV

0.18
c7J.t;,-

.... o.J6
~

'?';-0.14
:~

~ 0.72
~

~ 0.70
t<
>-.

~o.08
r-::
QO~ ]00

Fi~. lliRelation between the density and

1herm. tliffusiv ity (Hotpressing:1
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a good agreement with the value calculated indirectly in II (d. Fig. 16).

Table 7 Thermal diffusivity of oven dry wood Il:L (Hotpressing)

Initial temperature of wood t o=20°C

Quercus (NARA)
2a=1. 0 em
1'0=0.78
_._-.~----_.. -------

Fagus (BUNA)

//

2a=1. 40 em
~()=Q:§~

20°C

-r
0. 396

1

l' 75. 54.5 0.497 0.380 0.095 2'02" 77.31 52. 7 0.479 0.099

2' 106. 23.8 0.217 O. 720 0.090 4'04" . 111. 1119. 9 0.182 0. 792
1

0.099
• 1

1. 120 I

I

3' 121. 8.9 0.0810 0.093 6'08" 122.61 7.4 0.0670 1. 200 1 0.100

126.7! 3.3 0.0301
I

1. 520 I 0.095 i 8'10'" 126.91 3. 1 I O. 0280 , 1. 550 I 0.0974'
I

I1

IXa" =0. 093 1X1w=0.099

fJ/a~ I

J __
4 I

I

I

8

I
12 1

I
1

16

F . (T . 2a = 1. 17 I C 1 • . T ) 2a = 1 50
raxmus AMO) 1'0 =0.~_J __ rWtnaeLyp~ns ( AIWA~HINOKlt~o_==.O: 36

Initial temperature of wood t o=20 I // 22.3

4

8

12

16

___ i_.~ ~ ~ . ~...,.-_-

-------l---~~-=-I! / 0 • !: i t. -t
1l

i

tJ t.,,,.lt,--tm -,-,'Y.L8a-! IYL tJ till !t.-tl/~,·-_f'!
! l: -to! . \ .' : t~ -to !

I -1- - I - -....... I . 1----, - I

1'22" j 75.8 54.2 I 0.493 0.384! 0.09612115'" 82.3[47.71 0.443 I 0.428 0.107

2'44" 108.0 22.0 I 0.200 0.752 i 0.094! 4'30" 1~2. 9117.1 I 0.159 I 0.848 0.106

4'06" 120.7 9.3 I 0.0850 1. 10 I 0.092 i 6'45" 125.2] 4.8 I, 0.0450 I 1. 360 0.113
! iii

5'28" i 127.11 2.91 0.0266 1.57 i 0.098 i 9'00" 128.2i 1. 81 0.0167 [ 1. 760 I 0.110

11'((.,,=0.095

fl'.L

0.105

0.103

0.103

O. 104

0.096

20

t 1-t lll,

(--/1

//

Pinus (MATU)

i

2'13"1 80. 49. 5 . O. 450 0.420

4'26"1 111. 5 18. 5 i 0.168 0.824

6'39"1123.31 6. 7 0.0605: 1.240
i

8'52"1 127.7 2.3 0.0213 1. 660
1

11 '05"1128. 7 1. 3 : O. 0117 1. 920

------......._--

---II-~----c,ybto1l1cria (S UG I) -;.:~f~r---I-
--_·_------_·_·_--------------1·

I Initial temperature of wood to=20 i

L I-
I !

IJ/a~ I e I tin aLIJ/a~1 IYL I

\ I

4 11 '56" i 75. O. 500 0.3761 O. 094

8 13'52" i 107.5 22.5 0.205 0.744. 0.093

12 15'48" i 120.7( 9.3 0.0850 i 1. 100 I 0.092
I i I I·

16 17'44" i 126.51 3.5 0.0321 I 1. 470 I 0.092

20 1
947" 1128.311. 7 0.0152 I 1. 800 I 0.095

In Table 8 a part of results made on (/..u' by similar method, is given. Fig. 17 sum

marizes these results. In this case I/." was essentially constant and was inderendent on

the specific gravity as same as rt.L but the measuleJ values differed from the ones obtaine:l
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asr-----------:-------,cZ 0 Quercus y 0 Chamaecyparis
'WII e lilllop::max x pinus

.. C€YJdJPh I/um 0 .CYVptomeY;a
~a4 I---.----'<-J&..~-'---_r_~·J'-'---'-,-----t

~
.~

·Vi 0.3 1-----=~.....;:.;;;;;;;jF-;

~
~

fi>-- 0.2 t--~~~-!.~_r_;:;~T-
~

~

0.7 2~,oo~--I---40-:-':-:O:-----=500~·--6-;-OO~'----74~'(JO

Density R xJ/c",J

Fig. 17 Relation between the density and the thermal diffusivity (Hotpressingi

Table 8 Thermal diffusivity parallel to the grain /Y" (l-lotpressing)

RemarksSpecies

PilluS

(lVIATU i

tJ/a~

0.5

O. 75

1.0

1.5

2.0

2. 5

:3.0

4'23

6'33

8'45

13 '07 '
17'30

21'11

26':37 !

l: -t.1Ib I

66.4

55.8

43.4

27.8

19.3

15.5

11.5

l: --t'ln
t: -t e

0.879

0.739

0.574

0.378

0.256

0.206

O. 152

(r"tJ/a~ I

0.13'1

0.219

0.319

0.492

0.650

O. 740

0.860

0.26

0.342

0.319

0.304

0.325

0.338

0.286

!
I

Ij- - --
I t=99
I <

I t o=23.5

I Yr=0.45

! 2a=5.92

'i u=24. 9-22. 9
• (23.9)
I

,ral) =0. 311 *a~o=O. 306

0.17

0.167

0.190

0.202

0.208

0.211

0.217

0.211

0.206

I t 1=99

I t o=23.8

I Y)=O. 55

I 2a=5.98

I

u=34. 0,....32. 2
(33.1)

!

I

I

I
lXI/I) =0.199 I *(l":IJ=0.280

I

0.085

0.125

0.190 i

0.305

0.417

O. 528

0.650

0.74

0.823

0.950

0.881

O. 781

0.595

0.455

0.34:3

0.254

0.205

0.168

71. 4

66.3

58. 7
44.8

34.2

25.8 I

19.8

15.4

12.6

27.6

32.7

40.3

54.2

64.8

73.2

79.2

83.6

86.4

4'
29

1

6'42

8'571

13 '25 I
17 '541
22'24

26'48

31'24

35'48

0.5

O. 75

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

(NAI~A)

Quercus

I t-=99
I

~ t o=25.0
I
I Yo=0.49
! 2lt=4.92

I u=34. 2,....32. 6
(33.4)

!\."(Llo !J{//WX

(SEN)

0.5 3 '18 32.5 66.5 0.899 'I' 0.112 0.224
O. 75 4 '32 39.6 59.4 0.8m 0.170 0.227

1. 0 6 '03 48. 5 50. 5 0.683 i O. 248 O. 248

1.25 7 '34 57.4 IH. () 0.564 Ii 0.323 0.258
1. 5 9 '05 I 63. 7 35.3 O. 487 O. 382 O. 254

1. 75 10 '36 69.0 :30.0 0.405 I 0.460 0.263
2.0 12 '06 i 74.0 25.0 0.338 O. 540 0.270

2. 5 15 '07 i 1)1.6 17.4 0.235 I 0.680 O.27L I

_j.•.~ ~_~:~~~I~_.~~~~ ~~:_~_J__ .~~<~_~t)_j._ ~~~~~. ~~::_~ __L <_.__. __ <

iXaa =--=0. 254 *a:IO = O. 256
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0.5 3'22 I 33.9 65.1 0.903 0.112 0.224 t:=99
I

O. 75 5'01 ! 47.1 51. 9 0.719 0.232 0.309 t o=26.9
!

l.0 6'42 ! 58.5 40.5 0.561 0.325 0.325 '-0=0.286
Cryplomeria 1. 25 8'23 i 66.1 32.9 0.456 0.415 0.332 2a=5.17

(Sue!) 1.5 10'05 I 72.0 27.0 0.374 0.495 0.330 u = 32. 2",,30. 2

2.0 13'24 I 80. 7 18.3 0.254 0.651 0.326 (31. 2)
I

2.5 16'48 I 86.4 12.6 0.175 0.805 0.322

aav =0. 310 *a:IO=0.310

* converted values to moisture content 30%

by calculation in II. This difference appears only m au as shown later and also in the

case of steaming of wood of low moisture content. The reason has not yet clarified.

b. Experiments by steaming

Air seasoned wood plates of 3 cm thick and of various specific gravities were heated

with steaming at lOO'C and the measured values of the temperature t'llb at mid-plane were

shown in Fig. 18. From these results aL was calculated by Gurney-Lurie diagram of

solution (27) and converted to the values at 20~yo' moisture content. The relation with

the density is given in Fig. 19 and further the changes of aL during heating are shown in

Fig. 19

90

J
f30

jA9..-4

)
r

1/~
-iJ
_1-1

r·J~ • Nachi/us
o Fa'Jus

II x 5tewartia
h

f A P/nus;
I C Quercus

07b ....-----------------,
c?J!l;,i->/ 7. Picea 2. Cryptomeria 3. MawJius

-; 0.74 4 Fa:Jus 5. SCewqrtia b. Pinus
IS

'08. Quercus>:-.Q72 I--~--r------.--_r_-----.--_,_-~

~ 0
7

'Vi aJOI--~:+---

~
.~ 0.08 I-----t- ~~T:::;r::;-"J1lr=:::::!~5=~

~t> 0.06~--+--+--_+--+_-_+-__i

~
0.0/1.20"=-0--:30±O--:-4().~O~--;::50*:'O::---6-;-()~'O::---:'/l::;;!l:?~0--;:;;::800·

Density R KU111 3

Relation between the density and
the thermal diffusivity (Steaming)

50
-mi'1

70 20 30 If{)
H~t/11f} time e

Fig. 18 Change of temperature
in mid-plane (Steaming)

Table 9. This indicates that, as previously shown, the heat conduction in woods contain

ing moisture is complicated by moving of interior moisture at the early stage of heating,

condensing on surface, adsorption, evaporation, and so on, so that it does not give so

exact value as in the case where oven dried wood is hotpressed. H()\vever, from the
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above results it can be regarde=l that f/.1. is nearly constant. The curve in Fig. 18 repre

sents a theoretical one obtained with the use of an average value a1. = 0.0904 of many

species except Picea (EZOMATU) which is extremely light. In this case, from solution

(28)

Table 9 Thermal diffusivity of Cryptollleria (Steaming)

!~~...!'-"-: I
I

Species ()/a~ e t.m, l: -t?ll, a1.lJ/a~ (lO1. I Hemarks
t. -to I

II
- - - .._--_.~--

2.22 5 29. 5 67.5 0.813 0.175 0.0788 tt =:97

4.44 10 65.0 32.0 0.386 0.485 0.109 t o=14

6.66 1'- 79.5 17.5 0.210 O. 735 i 0.110 '-0=0.4
I

.)

!

I 8.88 20 86.0 11.0 0.132 0.920 0.104 2a=3.0
C . I,-ytJt0 lIlena I

i
11.1 25 91. 0 6.0 0.0724 1. 165 0.104 ! u=16. 4~23. 3

(SUGr) (19.9)13.3 30 93.0 4.0 0.0481 1. 33 0.10

17.8 40 95.0 2.0 0.0241 1. 61 0.0905

22.2 50 96.0 1.0 0.0120 1. 89 0.0851

(lOan =0. 0977 a~o=O. 0976

This makes a good agreement with experimental data and the same conclusion as in the

case of a can be drawn.

Fig. 20 gives the results of the similar experiments on the direction parallel to fiber.

As in the case of hotpressing, there is a considerable difference between experimental and

07
em}
4"in
0.6

-6 05

o
.~ 04-
'Vi
~o.3
~

02
~
~ 07
~

7. Cyyptomeria 2. Pinus
3. CeYcidiphy//um 4. Quercus

0
0

7 2
0 0

3
§r--

a
4 --

~- Calcu. f.Ul've C60- ..JU 0

I I I

o
200 300 400 500

Density R
600 700

kg/m:;

Fig. 20 Helation between the density and the
thermal diffusivity (Steaming)
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calculate:1 values and further between conifers and the broad-leaved trees in fl.", The

cause of these differences in (J." has not yet been clarified and it is suggested that the

moisture condensation, absorption, and evaporation at the wood surface which inevitably

occur in steaming or moveme~t of interior moisture during heating may play some role

in that problem. Some discussions on this matter will appear later again. In summariz

ing, in the direction perpendicular to fiber (J.L is constant independent on the density of

wood and the experimental values agree well with the calculated one shown in IT, and in

the direction parallel to fiber fl." give considerable differences between in conifers and

broad-leavej trees and also between the experimental and calculated values.

Remarks

u=146~130

(1:~8)

Ill=90
I <

I to=23.1

I rn=0.32

2a=5.17

(X//

O. 148

O. 160

0.163

0.130

0.139

0.142

0.08

O. 16~~

0.261

0.418

0.569

0.975

0.824

0.660

0.456

0.313

l~~. 6

55.0

44.0

30.5

20.9

65.2

1m

76.4

69. 1

33'19"

! 26'38"
!

4

5

2 13'19~ 45.9

3 i 20' 59.5

1.0 6'40~ 35.0

0.5 3'20~ 24.8

f)/a~

0.204 i 0.740

I6 . 40' 81. 2 8. 8 O. 1:-32 I 0.919 O. 153

__~ J_~~_~3~':J_~~_~_4_1_~08°~_1__~' 23 ~~~~_

Species

i

i
I

I

!

I

I
i

Cry jJlo1Jleria I

!

(SUGI)

a(W =0.149
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The cases where the moisture change is comparatively small during heating are dis

cussed. For aL Table 7 and 10, for au Table 8 and 11 may be referred. Hotpressing of wet

pieces or steaming may produce delicate influences on heat conduction by moisture shift

or surface action caused by temperature difference between wood surface and interior,

even if the aoparent change 111 moisture content is not observed, s:) that both show irre

gular change as compared to the case where oven dried wood is hotpressed. These

Table 12 Thermal diffusivity in various moisture content (Steaming)

Species

I '

Moisture IMoisture: Average
content content; . t
b f ft I 1110lS uree ore a er I

Iheating~~'olheating %icontent

Thermal : Heating

diftusivity : tempera

(101. cm~ jmin ,ture °C

Thick-

ness

cnl

Spec.

gravity
Hemarks

Fagus

BlJNA)

CryjJtomer fa

(SUGI)

Quercus

Cercidi
.lJhyllulIl

(KATURA)

4. 6

1S.2

26.9

43.6

117.9

1.5

16.4

3.1

22.0

S7.9

100. ~3

20.6

28.S

9.8

18. 7

31. 2

43.8

93.5

9. 7

23.3

9. ]

24.8

57.9

96. 1

23.6

:32.0

7. 2 0.119

17.0 O.O%S

29. 1 0.0874

43. 7 0.0850

105. 7 0.0842

5.6 O.llO

19.9 0.0977

6. 1 0.121

23.4 0.0768

57.9 i 0.0814

99. 5 O. 08~35

22.1 0.0915

:30.3 i 0.0831

97

//

//

//

//

//

//

//

//

//

diagonal

direction

//

//

//

Machi/us
(TABU)

14.8 19.8 17.3 0.0833 100 radial
direction

15. ] 20.1 //

// 0.7] //

// O. 72 //

// O. 78 //

I

O. 76 I

//

I

//

// 0.35
I

//

//

//

//

//

//

0.0908

0.0856

0.113

0.0856

17.6

16.4

16.1

16.5

22.4

18.6

19. ]

13.9 I 18.9

13.9

14.8 19.8

//

(NARA)

I

F'agus I

ONUBUNA) !

Stez:vat·tia ~

(HIME ~

SHARA)
-p,~lus'~

(AKA
MATU)

-Qllerciis-
( URAZIRO

KASHI

Picea
(EZOMATU
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irregularities, however, are practically neglected.

4. Experiments on the relation between moisture content and the thermal c1iffusivity.

Wood plate, 2 - 3 cm thick, of various moisture contents are heated with steaming

at t i =97 and the temperatures tm of the mid-plane are measured. The results are shown

in Table 12 together with the mean value of (J..L obtained from solution (27) and with the

previous experimental results. It indicates that the moisture change between before and

after heating is a few percents in low moisture content and about 20.9"0' in high moisture

content. As stated previously these deviations are practically negligible so that a is

nearly constant during heating.

As there have harjly been published on the studies of cooking of wood, the present

author has studie:l thereon and meaS'clre:l the temperature tin of mid-plane of wood plate,

2 cm thick, prepared from Fagus (BUNA) and Cryptomeria (SUGI) of various moisture

conte~ts during heating in water at 65 QC. The values of film coefficient of heat transfer

h' and ha have never been determined hitherto, which should satisfy the boundary condi

tion (19) and so solution (23) can not be directly used here. The present author has

determine:1 ha and aL by the following manner. By the use of t'llb, aL f) / a 2 and (J.L are

obtained corresponding to each ha in Table 13, from the diagram of solution (23), and

the average (J.a', is calculate:!, and ha for which the difference of aL 0/a2 and am) (}/a 2 is

minimum is designated to be the first order. The order of ha thus obtained for various

moisture contents is given in Table 14, and from this the most probable values of ha are

for Cryptomeria (SUGI) 100

for Fagus (BUNA) OJ

This result indicates that the effect of cooking can be regarded practically as similar as

that of steaming. Table 15 summarizes the values of aL thus obtained.

Using these results together with those given in Table 16 (Fig. 16), the relation bet

ween average moisture content and the thermal diffusivity is graphically given in Fig. 21.

The thermal diffusivity decreases abruptly for early stage with the increase of moisture

content, slowly gradually from the fiber saturation point and was nearly constant above

moisture content 50 0b. The broken line in this figure represents the values calculated in

II for the sake of conparlscm, which indicates that below fiber saturation point they show

good agreement with those obtained in the experiment here described. For the phenomena

in the range of higher moisture content than the fiber saturation point, MACLEAN t
') wrote

that the rate of temperature rise is constant independently on the moisture content,
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Table 13 Thermal diffusivity of Fagus (BUN A) (Cooking, t i =65, t o=3.3°C)

10

i II idevia-
(t.!. I (ta" (l~ition

Ii
d'J.. 0

a-
fJ Idevia

(t"" (i~ltion

20
I , Iit- - i",1 ha== 1 100 50

mf;n till t,-tlf1,I;~t~-1 11'- -~-ld~~i~J---~-r-----I---~ll;~i~~= fJ fJ'devia- II
, I (t.!." (t" I tta,,-o'tion I IX.!. "I' (t.!. : (ta" ;; tion (t.!..1 ttl. [r.t"" II tio! (t.!..; lYL

a- I a-I i a- ! a- a- I a-I 1 a-

I

-- ,- ill I
I I i, I '
, 1 I

o 3.3 , ' I : I ! I, ~
I : : I I, ,I, I' I "

1 " ' I! I ' <"
2 13.7 5].30.831: 0. Hi50. 08251 0.143'-0.0221 0.167:0. 0835! 0.1441--0.023' 0.1750.08751 0.149 -0. 026 0.185:0.09251 0.158:-0.0271 0.20 0.100 0.17] -0.029 :;

': I 'I i I; 'I I ' ;r,
, I ! , 1 ' ' ' " 'I I C: iii! I I ! i !,.., I I I I I ~ _ ••

4 25.7 39.3 0.637 0.280,0.0700 0.285: 0.0051 0.2841°.071°\ 0. 28S1 0.004; 0.2951°. Of3S: 0.297 0.0021 0.315:0.0788 O. ::l151 0 ! 0.3350.0838, 0.342 O. 007 ~

! I , ' I , I, 'I , ~
6 36.2 28.80.467 0.4050.0675

1

0.4281 0.0231 0. 413t 06881 0.4321 0.019 0.425:0. 070Si 0.446: 0.021 0.4520. 075:-{1 0.4731 0.021; 0.490:0. OS171 0.513, 0. 023 ~.

: I : I ii' I' 'i Ii,' 0
I I, I ! i, I, i,!, ::;!, P

w S 44.8 20.20.327, 0.548:,°. 06851 0.5701 0.022! 0. 557!0. 06% 0.5761, 0.0191 0.57510. 071S! 0.594 0.019i 0.61°
1
°.0763: 0.631[ 0.02\ 0.657,°.08211 0.684 0.027 ;;

C-0 I I 1 I I: !! ! I. I (l)
, I I : I I I I I :

10 51.3 13.7 ,0.222 i 0.706'0.0706] 0.7101 0.0071 0.716
1

°. 0716! 0.7211 0.005' 0.73510.07351 0.743-0. oosi 0.77810. 077Si 0.7ss1 0.0101 0.8470.08471 0.855 0.008 if
, \ i I I I ' ~ : I :1 I, I;. I:~," ~
: I I: I I :! I I I , no
! : ! Iii, Iii I , ()

12 55.5 9.5 ;0.154 I 0.856,0.0713 0.855:-0.0011 0.8651°.07121 0.8651 ° O. 88S[0. 07401 0.892, 0.004! 0.942:0.07851 0.946 0.0041 1. 0270. 08561 1. 026i-O. 001 §
! , I I I 1 : I' I ! I . 0..

! : i , i : Iii: I I I " :::
i " , " I , I I, " ' 0

14 58.2 6.8 '0.110 I 0.995,0.07111 0.9981 0. omll. 00510. 07181, 1.0091
1

0.004 1.030,0.07361, 1. 0,10 0.0101 1.096,0.0780 1.1041 0.008 1. 1930. 0852: 1.194 0.001 c:::-'
I I"!! ! I I ' ' !'. : Iii i • !:: :J

16 60.6 11. 4 ',0.07131 1. 17·4'0. 0734, 1. 140:,-0. 03411 1.183'110. 0739i 1. 153'li-0. 03 I 1. 210I!0' 075611 1. 189-0.021; 1. 28510. 0803 1. 201 ~o. 024 1. 400. 0875: 1. 364:-0. 036 5', , ' I ,', , ' I '<:: I' 'I i! , "" -oq
I ' I 1 I I', I ' 0

, ! I: ': i : I!, :. 0

18 61.4 3.6 :",0.0583
1

1. 255\,0. 069711. 280: 0. 02sl\ 1. 26710. 07041" 1. 2971 0.03, 1. 2971°' 07211 1. 3381 0.041
1
, 1.375:0.076/-1" 1. 419 0.044 1. 502;0. 0834 1. 540: 0. 038 ~

, " ' I I I, ' ,,' I
i : I I I ! I I I

20 I 62.2 2.8 rOo 045411. 3WO. 06801. 4251 0.06511. 37310. 06871, 1. 4411 0.0681, 1. 406110.07031 1. 486:, 0.0801 1. 48710. 0744i 1. 5771 0.090' 1. 625:0. 0813: 1. 7111 0.086

I
I I 1 I I, :':, I 1

I I I' I"", I I 1 ' ' 1 !: I
, :, l I "," I

1 - -1-1='---1- ., -- !':+ - 1----. 1+ I ,. 'I' l-i~- .. I - :+
I lYa" =0. 0713 i 0.096 (ta" =0. 0720 I II 0.0961 (1'a" =0. 0743, I 0.1301 (1'0" =0.0788 , 0. 147 (~"1) =0. 0855 1 0.124
j ! \ 1 I I \ 1 I
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Table 14 Order of ha
Fagus (BUNA) Cry/Jto1Jleria (SUGl)

Moisture, I Ita = CXJ I 100 I 50 I 20 I 10 Moisture \ ha= CXJ I 100 I 50 20 10content % I I c0n.!~~t 0i; _
---~~---I----I------~------

I I

4.1
I 2

I

3 4 5 :-3. S I 3 5 2 4
I

i

24.6 i 2 3 4 5 20.7 2 4 5 3

35.2 3 4 1 2 5 31.3 2 1 3 4 5

54.7 1 4 5 3 55.2 5 4 3 1 2

86. 1 1 2 3 5 4 71. 2 4 2 5 2

Table 15 Thermal diffusivity in various moisture content (Cooking)

//

j diagonal
I

I direction

Spec. -

I

Remarks
gravity

I

I 0.63

//

//

//

//

2

//

//

//

cln

Thick
ness

//

//

//

//

//

//

//

//

//

O. 116

0.093 65

0.0863

0.0589

0.0712

0.0706

0.0867

0.0834

0.0774

0.0702

I

Thermal I Heating
cliffusivity : tempera~

ItL I ture
cm~/min i °C

4.1

3.9

54.7

24.6

35.2

86. 1

55.2

20.7

31. 3

71. 2

6.6

55.3

30.7 I

38.0

7.1

23.9

85.5

73. :~

56.6

32.9

0.7

18.4

32.4

17.5

29.7

53.8

54.0

86.7

69.1

I Moisture; Moisture I Average

I
content content I moisture
before I after I content

!heating %'heatin?; % %
I ' ,J ': --r --;.~-I-
I

(SUGr)

Fap;us

(BUNA)

Species

Cry plo1Jleria

Table 16 Thermal diffusivity in various moisture content (Hotpressing)

Moisture Moisture! Average i Thermal I Heating iThickness I Spec.
Species content content I moisture !diffusivity I

be~ore a~ter _i content I IXL 0 • itemp~ra.- cm gravity
heatmg %jheatmg %1 °0 cm./ml~lture C

Quercus I

(NARA) 0 0 0 0.093 130 1.0 0.78

Fagus
// // // 0.099 // 1. 43 0.67(BUNA)

r,'axinus
0.095 // 1.17 0.59(TAMO) // // //

Crypto1Jle,'ia
// // // 0.023 // 1. 39 0.42(SUG!)

Pinu,;
O. 102 // 1. 49 0.35(MATU) // // //

Cha1Jlaecy paris
// // // 0.109 // 1. 50 0.31(TAl W ANHlNOKl)

Crypto1Jleria
24.5 24.4 24.4 0.077 80 1.48 0.41(SUGr)
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while M "-TU M()TU:';) wrote that the rate dec:re.1ses even above fiber saturation point with

the increase of moisture content. These conclusions lack sufficient experimental evidences.

The results of the present author indicate that the rate of temperature rise is constant

above moisture content 50lJb.

20 40 60 80 J(}O 720
No/sture contenl u %

0 SteaminfJ
0

0 x Coolfinfj
)( c Hotpress/n'j0

KI
I.~$x\, 0

~ xOox 0 0

o~c-, 0
.~ ---. X
D~

;!:vc>x x )(
x

0.7BfC7'f77
/'m

OJ2

~ 017

Fig. 21 Relation between the miosture content and the
th~rmal diffusivity vertical to the grain

Fig. 22 gives the temperature behaviors of Fagus (BUNA) contained 17.0, 29.1, and

43.7 %" moisture content during steaming and 1111• -- {I curves calculated by (J. = 0.092,

0.083, 0.078, respectively, derived frOtH Figure 21. It indicates that changes of (J. by some

degree give not so large influence on temperature. From solution (28) the values of tiNI

are obtained as nearly 20, 22.5, and 24 min. respectively. In Fig. 23 and 24 the temper-

I ~_~=j~A;~-

~~.~.

~'l"

.J

"._- ---

I
_'-___L

~A x /7,0 %Alo/sturf.; 0
29.3 J;,conte,.,t U A
4'-3.7

't 60
Q)
>,

J
~ 40
~

C4....
~
~ 20

o 8 72 76
Heatinf} tt me e

20 24-
":rJIr/

Fig. 22 Change of temperature in mid-plane
(Steaming'), Fagus 2 cm thickness

ature gradients calculated and experimented are given on Cryptomeria (SUGI) which was

cooked and on [i'agus (BUNA) which was steamed.
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20

70 t o = 73°C r5
-------- - - () -= () nJin...

20

80

70

7. Scm

.tnt;

90

i-..:> 70

Distance fyom 0
mid-plane

Fig. 24 Temperature distribution (Steaming),
Fagus 3em thickness

o

"'08 = 7.5 mill

t, ~ 'Joe --I
Oem • 0

7. D'-r./SlanCe
from mid-pkme

50

.....
<;,) 40
~.....
\::I....
<:\l
~ 30
~
h

Fig. 23 Temperature distribution (Cooking)}
Cry!JtoJ1le7"ia 2 em thickness

Table 17 Thermal cliffusivity in various moisture content of wood (Steaming)

Species

: Moisture I Moisture I Average i Thermal iHeating 1'Th ' k
. content : content I Moisturediffusivity i t IC -

'I' before ! after i content; (tu : emper-,ness

_____________ . iheati~~ __~~lhea~in~!~I. % cm~/min !~ture °Cl cm

Spec.

; gravity!
Remarks

7.9 12.1 10.0 0.439 20 4.04

8.0 12.0 10.0 0.431 // //

8.1 12.8 10.4 0.447 // //

13.1 19.1 16.1 0.388 86 //

14.0 19.9 17.0 0.336 SO //

16.1 23.0 19.6 0.403 // //

Cercidi phylluJ1l
I23.9 30.0 26.9 0.326 // //

(KATURA)
0.48

25.0 30.9 27.9 0.265 // //

26.0 31. 9 28.9 0.302 // //

*'1':10

28.9 35.0 :-{Z.O 0.270 // // 0.276

29.0 35.1 32. 1 0.313 // // O. :-l15

29.7 35.4 32.3 0.278 0.284
// //

54.0 58.1 56. 1 0.208 // //

74.5 76.5 75.5 0.196 // //
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~ .-- ---_.- .-~ - ---- ------ ---_.__._~-------,_ .._-

7.1 11. 6 9.4 0.491 // 4.06

8.0 12.9 10.4 0.398 . I (/ //

8.8 13.9 11. 4 0.345 // II

14.9 20.0 17.5 0.289 // //

15.0 21. 9 18.5 0.279 II II

15.4 21. 6 18.5 0.269 II //
QuerLus

0.23726.1 31. 1 28.6 0.238 // //
(NARA) 0.58

26.7 33.1 29.9 0.204 II II
0.237

28.0 35.0 31. 5 0.236 // II

39.8 46.8 43.3 0.202 1/ //

40.9 47.0 43.9 0.204 // //

67.9 68.2 68.0 0.121 II II

96.9 91. 0 94.0 0.108 // II

108.0 103.5 105.8 0.0930 ! // //

-. ---'-_ .._-'-------,._--

7.9 12.5 10.2 0.479 SO 4.08

8.8 13.1 11.0 0.636 // II

14.2 22.1 18.2 0.610 // //

14.3 21.1 17.7 0.584 // II

18.0 24.5 21. 2 0.531 II 4.06

Pinus 18.6 24.0 21. 3 0.544 // II

(MATU) 19.0 25.0 22.0 0.491 1/ II 0.502

31.0 39.0 35.0 I 0.497 II 4.08 0.410

32.0 39.0 35.5 0.407 II II

68.9 77.9 72.4 0.244 II II

0.45
78.0 83.5 80.7 0.240 II //

120 118 119 O. 185 I
1/ II

164 156 160 0.126 i
II 1/

13. 1 19.9 16.5 0.597 II 5.17 0.32

15.9 22.8 19.4 0.477 // 4.00

22.1 19.4 0.343
I16.7 II // 0.29

16.9 23. 1 20.0 0.476 II //

23.8 27.1 25.5 0.561 II 5. 17

25.0 32.5 28.8 0.374 II /1

Cryptomeriu
25.3 31. 8 28.6 0.483 y' //

(SUGr) 0.478
25.8 33.G 29.7 0.44:2 (/ //
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26.9 18. 1 22.5 0.612 // //

27.0 34.8 30.9 0.306 // //

84.0 82.5 83.3 O. 159 // 0.32

99.0 92.7 95.9 O. 194 // //

112.5 104 108.3 O. 177 // //

140 128 134 O. 163 // //

146 130 138 0.149 // //

161. 5 146 153.8 O. 144 // //

10.0 15.9 13.0 0.556 // 3.98

11. 0 17.0 14.0 0.377 // //

i

Chama( YIJaris 11. 4 17 8 14.6 0.413 I
// // I

lO.45
(HINOKl) 17.0 22.7 19.8 0.420 // // I

!

17.0 23.1 20.1 0.414
' j

// // !

18.0 23.9 21. 0 0.462 I
// // I

}

* converted values to moisture content 30 %

760
%

0-

720 740

U

Steammc; (Conifers)u
/, (Broad leaved)

trees

Hotpres5mf} (c, BLT)

xoy

a

• •

40 60 80 700

Mo/s[ure content
20o

Q7 ,.-----r-----.--...,..-------------,
C»7}'.

.'nun X

- ~f=--r---1
,y,

Fig. 25 Relation between the moisture content and the
thermal diffusivity parallel to the grain

b. au

Table 17 shows au of Pinus (MATU), Cryptomeria (SUGI), Chatnaecyparis (HINOKl),

CercidiphylluJ11 (KATLJRA), and Quercus (NARA) with various moisture contents obtained

with steaming, and Fig. 25 shows the relation between average moisture content and a",

including the results by hotpressing in Fig. 17 (ref. Table 18) and for the sake of compa-

rison the calculated values in II is shown by chain line.
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Table 18 Thermal diffmivity in varioU3 moisture content of wood (Hotpressing)

0.277
0.270
0.310//

0.274 //

0.266 //

0.306 //

I

-----~_.

0.322 //

0.3]3 //

I
0.306 //

14.1
13.8
14.8

12.2
12.4
12.4

1J. 8
12.0
11.9

13.9
13.1
14.7

14.3
14.5
15.0

12.5
12.9
13.0

Species
I. Moisture \ Moisture I Average I ~'her~~l I Heating Thicknessi Spec. :
I content content 'I . t e IdJffuSIVlty I : I Remarl{s
I b f ft mOIS ur I t I"
I e ore I a er , I (t" ' empera- cm i gravit I

heating %\heating %icontent %, cm~/min Iture oCJ ~ _

fN~~~) ,IH I !~f--!n-, g~tL (- 2;" 0. 57 1'''" g:~~
cr~:Ptomer-;:--1 -if~--T---il: ~--1 ~t ~ 2: ~~~ ; 3./? 0.32 1\ 2: ~5i

(SuGr) 15.8 13.5 I '14.7 0.266 // // 0.282

--- --------2~~7 --T-----l~-

I 0.45 I

I I

-2~99---r-----r-- 0.335

// ,I 0.41 I 0.326
// i I 0.322

Challlaecyparis
(HINOKI)

Cerddiphyllum
(KATURA)

0.256
0.339

0.315
0.264

0.348
0.322

0.36
//

4.95

i__ ___ _ _

4./;2 I O. 49 I

------I-------r
_5J~__ i__0. 28 I

i

//

//

//

//

//

//

0.321
0.269

0.257
0.310

O~254--1
0.286 I

31. 0
31. 2

26.5
26.5

32.3
33.1

33.4
42.8

31. 6
32.2

34.2 32.6 I
43.8 41. 8 I

I

32.0 I 30.0 I
32,2 I 30.2 II
27. ]

I
25.9

27.8 25.2

33.0
34.0

13.9
14.0

12.8 13.4 0.341 I // // 0.53
13.0 [' 13.5 ; 0.316, // // I

I I I:!H-- !f:fr:n---g~~ -11-T-,-4!;r ;~ r- g~~
! I ,

~1: ~-.---- r- ~~-i--------~i~- ---i~~fT ~ ---T 5./;2 --I-~-·-~~-I~:':o f~~

-- ~--I------ --------~--------,--~---,----~-

O. 218 // 5.98 i 0 55 I 0.218
O. 199 // // i • , 0.200

Que1'Cus
(NARA)

//

//

Pinus
(MATU)

Kalopanax
(SEN)

Kala pCllax:
(SEN)

Cry/Jtome1'ia I!

(SUGJ)

Chamaecyparis I
(SAWARA) I

* lY:lb ,t:\O : converted into moisture content 10, 30 %

These indicate that by steaming (J." decreases, as in the case of a, initially with the

increase of moisture content and then gradually to reach a nearly constant value in high

moisture ra;lge, an.:! that the~'e is a distinct differe:l.ce in conifers and in broadleaved trees,

the former reaching the constant at 100%' and the latter at SO%,. In both kinds of trees

the experimental values differ cO:lsiderably from calculated ones in moisture absorbing

range (hygroscopic range) and the difference become lesser as the moisture content in

creases so that above the limiting point stated above they give considerable agreement.

On the contrary, in the case of hotpressing there are no difference by species and density,

all agreeing with the curves for broad-leaved trees.

'fhe causes of higher valnes of the thermal diffusivity experimented m the fiber direc-
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tion in moisture absQrption range than the calculated ones and of their distinct difference

between conifers and broad-leaved trees have not been clarified but the followings are to

be considered as giving considerable influences on them.

When wet wood is heated and if the initial moisture distribution is uniform and the

surface evaporation does not take place, the moisture of high temperature at the

surface partially evaporates to diffuse into the interior of the wood by the temperature

gradient which produced in the interior of wood immediately after heating, and condenses

so that a kind of flow of heat other than the pure conduction locally takes place and in

the same time the interior thermal diffusivity decreases by the increase of moisture con

tent while in outer parts it increases. Meanwhile with the lessening of the temperature

gradient, this diffusion becomes less active and on the contrary the interior' moisture

begins to move towards outer so that the internal thermal diffusivity is liable to increase

while the outer one to decrease. The thermal diffusivity thus has an inclination to vary

by time and by position. Therefore, whether actually (J. varies or not or whether abnor

mal temperature rise takes place or not depend chiefly on the correlation of heat conduc

tion and the moisture diffusion and it can be assumed that in the direction perpendicular

to fiber this correlation is held at nearly an equilibrium state on an average. In the case

of steaming, other than the above phenomena, the condensation of moisture on the wood

surface, the rate of moisture absorption, the capillary condensation effected by the number

and the dimension of meniscus, and the others complicate the heat conduction. However,

as will be stated later, as there is observed no distinct difference between the longitudinal

and cross-section of wood on the change of moisture content by steaming, the phenomena

can be included;n the assumption h->CD in II irrespectively to the direction of fiber. The

anomaly of fl.
u

in moisture absorption range, therefore, seems to be caused mainly by the

correlation of heat conduction and the internal mo:sture diffusion. Now discussion will be

made in more detail on this point. On the moisture diffusion constant k" in fiber direction

and kL in radial direction there are few papers particularly on the former. According

to EGNERS
), in the hygroscopic rnoisture range of Picea (Fichte), there are differences

depending on temperature and moisture, for example, at 60'C and moisture content 5, 20,

and 27%" the ratio kulk r are 65, 7, and 10, at 80'C and moisture content 5 and 2096', k,jk r

100 and 10. The present author~') gave the ratio k,jkL =::; 4--8 independently of the moisture

content 011 a few species of wood which were dried under var;ous concFtio!ls and STAMM;)

has given the ratios uJ diffusion coefficient 12.6 and 23.1 at specific gravily (wet volume

basis) 0.365 and 0.60 respectively when dried to 10 1
.\; from the fiber saturation point at 40'C.
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Theory of STAMM indicates that as the specific gravity is smaller so the ratio of the both

is smaller, while KOLLMANN~~) has written that, with the understand1ng that it can not be

applied to all cases, the ratio of moisture passing the unit square in the unit time in the

directions parallel and perpendicular to fiber decreases with the increase of specific graivity,

that's, at the specific gravity 0.4 and 0.8 the ratios are 7 and 4 respectively. On the other hand,

the calculated value of J.,,!I.L or fl.,,! fl.L is 2.0- 2.5, as stated prev~ously, the ratio of the

moisture diffusion constant in the direction perpendicular to fiber to that in the directi.on

parallel to fiber reaches to several fold or much more so that the equilibrium which is

possible 'n the d:rection perpendicular to fiber breaks in fiber direction and it is supposed

that the influence by moisture diffusion appears positively. Thus the apparent values of)'

au are constant and considerably higher than the calculated ones, but 111 extreme cases,

below 2096 moisture content in conifers or belm\' 109({ in broad-leaved trees, both in

steaming, au gradually changes with progressing of heating as exemplified in Table 19,

and employment of mean value produces unnegligible error. The dotted line in Figure 25

indicates the range where the change of a during heating is so large that it can not be

regarded as a constant. It is readily understood that with the increase of moisture content

the above phenomena gradually disappear by the facts that with the increase of cell cavity

which is occupied by free water diffusion of vapor due to pressure difference is inhibited

and that the thermal diffusivity does not so much increase as moisture does. In sum

marizing, it can be said that the heat conduction in the direction parallel to fiber is influ

enced by movement of internal moisture and other factors in comparatively lower moisture

content so that the values of thermal diffusivity obtained in the steady state can not be

Table 19 Thermal cliffusivity of CryjJlo1Jleria (Steaming)

I Remarks
i

34.5

64.8

77.7

52.8

72.6

83.5

2'

4

6

5

0.75

2.0

0.5

-

55.5 I O.879! 0.123 0.246 i t, .090

~~7. 2 I 0.589 i 0.309 0.412! 10=26.8

25.2 I 0. 398 1 0.475 0.475· 1'0=0.29

17.4 I 0.276 I 0.611 0.489 2a=4.0

12.3 0.195 I 0.760 0.506· u= 15.9
I ~22.8

6.5 I 0.10311.02 0.510 (19.4)

J, O_-,--_l~ Ht)~~_l~~ o. O~16! 1. ~)~~ O. 50~

1. 00

1.5

1. 25 i

I

I 8/a~

(SUGI)

Species

Cryptomeria

)

ftll.." =0. 477
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directly employed and the apparent values of the thermal diffusivity are fairly higher than

those calculated in II.

c. The relation of au and (J..L

Fig. 26 shows the ratio k=a,jaL m conifers and broadleaved trees at every moisture

content. Thus previous determining of k favors practical calculation in dealing theoreti-

740
%

720

C. Conifers

8. Broad leaves
tYee.s

40 60
MOisture

20o

51----f--"'''c--+--+------1

6 ..... .....

i

~31------+--~
C'i

\I
~21-----+-

Fig. 26 Relation k=IYJ'llt.L and the moisture content

cally with the heat conduction of short balk and round timber in which the heat conduc

tion from the both end cross section is not negligible.

5. The change of moisture content in wood by steaming

The change of the interior moisture content of wood by steaming IS influenced by

absorption in lower moisture content and by evaporation in higher moisture content so

that it theoretically directs to the common critical point (the fiber saturation point) after

infinitive period, but practically it is complicated in rather shorter defini.te period by vari

ous accompanying phenomena to direct a limiting point which is considerably higher than

the fiber saturation pointl,)):;),.1~,). Few papers have been published considering of the

difference of this change by the direction to fiber and any only fragmentarily. For exam

ple, OGUKA 1
:
l
) heated with steaming the piece of Ulmus (AKADAMO), 0.8·3.5·3.5 inches, of

various moisture contents and observed the limiting moisture content where no apparent

change in moisture content takes place to be about 589£, and KOLLMANN20 ) heated small

piece of air-seasoned Fraxinus (Esche) and Fagus (Buche) with steaming under 0, 1,2,3

atmospheric pressure and observed that (1) when condensed water is absent there is a ten-

dency to direct a lim;ting rnoisture cOntent: 259-0', independently on the wood species and

vapor-pressw'e,and practically where some capillary condensation is unavoidable it does

never go over 30%', (2) when condensed water is present water absorption becomes active

--- 42 -_.
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after some degree of moisture absorption to appear capillary water and the limiting mOIS

ture becomes 40 - 509-6, and (3) the capillary water is more readily formed in diftuse

porous hardwoods than in ring-porous hardwoods. He has made no reference to the relation

with the direction of fiber and the present auther has studied thereupon with edge-and

end-grained pieces (perpendicular and parallel to fiber respectively) of Fagus (BUNA) and

Cryptomeria (SUGI) of various initial moisture contents with steaming, the results being

280
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Fig. 27 Change of moisture content in Crypto1Jleria (Steaming)
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shown in Fig. 27, 28. The hatched point represents Be" obtained by nomograph, given later

(Fig. 31), and by the value of (J. from Fig. 21 and 25. It is clear from these results that the

change of the apparent average moisture content by time and the degree of change are

essentially independent on the direction of fiber in both species. In steaming, even if there

are some differences in surface phenomena, such as condensation on wood surface, moisture

absorption, and capillary condensation, between two direction, their influences on the

difference of each apparent thermal diffusivity are not so determinative, but the speed

of moisture diffusion in the interior of wood gives rather larger influence.

Summary to 1- III.

1. Wood is a heterogeneous and anisotropic substance, but as industrial material

it can be regarded as ortho-anisotropy in reference to its heat conduction.

2. The thermal diffusivity in the direction perpendicular to fiber is nearly constant

independently on the density of common wood species, but in particularly light wood

(specific gravity below 0.3) and particularly heavy ones (specific gravity above 0.8) the

diffusivity shows inclination to be rather larger. The experimental values give fairly good

agreement with the calculated ones derived indirectly from previous formulas concerning

to thermal conductivity, specific heat and density. On the contrary, the experimental

thermal diffusivity in fiber direction shows difference between conifers and broadleaved

trees, the former being higher and the latter lower. Both usually give higher estimated

values than the calculated ones. The discrepancy of the calculated values with the experi

mental values can be explained by mainly, among others, insufficiency of consideration of

the influence of the movement of the interior moisture caused by unsteady heat conduc

tion.

3. The change of the thermal diffusivity by temperature is irregular in the range of

low moisture content, but practically it can be almost neglected.

4. With the increase of moisture content, the thermal diffusivity lowers, particularly

111 the hygroscopic range, but it shows almost constant value in the range of moisture

content above 5096" in the direction perpendicular to fiber, and above 1l0Y/b in conifers and

above 9096 in broad-leaved trees in the direction parallel to fiber. As stated above, the

measured values give a good agreem.ent with the calculated ones in the direction perpen

cliculer to fiber while in fiber direction there are considerable differences between both values in

low moist ure CUlltelll so that crllpluYIllent uf tbe cakulated values 11lay produce ullnegle·

gible error. Alsl) in the steaming of conifers of moisture content below 20 1
){. or broad-leaved

14
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trees below 1096, the values of the thermal cliffusivity varies by time so that considerable

errors may similarly produced (Fig. 21 and 25).

5. When a wood-plate is hotpressed, the change 111 moisture content between before

and after heating in time HWI is fairly small but when steamed evaporation takes place in

the range of high moisture content and absorption in low moisture content and generally

considerable change of moisture content are produced between before and after heating.

However, except the special case of the fiber direction as mentioned in 4, the thermal

diffusivity for average moisture content can be used.

6. The difference of the thermal diffusivity in radial and tangential directions can be

practically neglected. The ratio of the thermal diffusivity in the fiber direction to th.at in

the direction perpendicular to fiber differs with the moisture content, conifers, and broad.

leaved trees, in conifers and with low n1.oisture content being large, but with the increase

of the moisture content the difference tends to diminish to approach to the ratio obtained

by calculation.

As obvious from the above statements, the thermal diffusivity can be regarded to keep

nearly constant during heating, except special cases, in dealing with the theory of heat

conduction in wood, and the value of the diffusivity in a given condition can be practically

obtained from Fig. 21, 25, and 26. From these results the solutions of heat conduction

frequently encountered in utilization of wood are readily obtained. The heating with

steaming is, as stated in 1, a special case but in the following chapters this will be treated

separately for the sake of practical convenience.

IV.? The heat conduction in plate timber::!))' :;1)

1. Heating by hot water or by hot aIr

a. Case where the temperature of heating medium is constant

As obvious from III - 1, the conditions for this case are

at [Pt
--- -~ =a.L --0- •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·····················(17)af} aX'

H =0 : t=f(x) .. · .. ····· · .. ···· .. ·· ·· .. · ···· .. ·· .. · ·· .. (18)

x = ~=a : t=t[ .. · · .. · .. · · .. · .. (19)

atx =0: -.- =0 ······(20)ax

'rhus particular solutions are
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COS-~I- x ~_~_i~_z.':!I _
a U n + sin Un cos UI/

......... '" '" ···(22)

SIn Un

And ;tlso

............................................ ·(2:l)
UJI.+ sin Un cos UI/

4 6a~ ,0"" ecce • 0 - •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (,24)
(J.., u ~.

b. Case where the temperature of heating medium varies with time

When the temperature of the heating medium changes by function of time cUI), we

have

at ()~ ttiff = (J.1.Dx~ ( 17)

tI = : t =.-:f( x) , , (ltr)

x = -Fa: JJi...--Fhit -- c( H) t =--= 0 .. · · · · .. · .. ., .,(29)
()x (.. J

By the Stoke's method assuming these solution as

0"', . _ . tin
t ( H, X) = /!-J A 1/( H) cos X

'11=1 a

1
AI/(H) =

a

we determine An by using

_______Zl..11 \''1' t( H, I.) cos U II I. dI.
ulI+sin UJI cos Un • -rl. a

instead of t

where

.fK 2a sin Un

l U II

K ,-= 1
a N!I+ sin Nil cos U II
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Thus finally

. ',t,

(
' ul! \.

00 - ftJ, , -_... ) 0 , . .' <l .. ~

t(H )
,., a I Un I

K2
SIn U" (un,\-r

,X = 2., e cos - X") a-·--,-- (h---, \ 1
II~1 a, Un ,a",

We can determine el< by using the intial condition

C, = K \'" fU) cos.!!.>!:..·;. di.
• -II, ({

therefore

(
'U

II
" ~

--r.l'.J. ...-..... ) II
1 <.' , a

t =,C_)~ e
a ,,~1

U" U" l'I'"'hc''' U", I'cos -- -x----~.·----..--- j' I. )cos~ J. (.!.
a un+sInu"cosuJI"' .. n a

(
'Un') ~

• '.""(1 fY,L - ~ -

+2aS_ll!~l1aJ.(Zl-"-)· \ e a I c(¢) d~ I (30)
Un " a ' .11 .J

If the initial temperature distribution IS to, putting fo.) = to

('U")~ (·u,,)' ~
-rt,L - /I. 'i'j, - ~.

(l U SlnU [. iU ~\'o ,a -,
t = 2 /2~e . cos --" X '---,' . n L' td- (J.J. (--") e (r{ nd~ I

II~I a u"+slnu,, casu" a . . " .' J

For the temperature t m. of mid-plane, putting X = 0

...... (31)

(32)

Practically heating process is made S8 as y(O) increases, as shown in Figure 29, from

t 1 to t:' during (j' approximately linearly and then maintains t l ' till fi", In this case ip(H)

is conveniently expressed by Fourier's Series in the range H"

cr e"
HeaCinfj time

Fig. 29
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II S"]' 11 n;: II '-- t, '. .•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (' ,')l,')l)
i' I}" . ,

The sDlution is obtained by introducing this into the second term of equation (30 )-- (32).

Heating of \-voocl by hot air is not usually treatej except for drying. In this case

the purpose is evaporation of Illoisture and s:) the ab~we s:)lution are not usually employed\:').

]'he heating by warm water, i. e. cooking, is often employed next to steaming ln wood

industry, but as stated in the foregoing chapters studies on this problem has hitherto

scarcely made ancl according to the present author this process can be treated similarly as

steaming and hotpressing. Therefore in the theory of the heat conductlon in wood the

process of steaming plays the most important role for practical applicatlon.

2. Heating by· hotpressing or with steaming

a. Case where the temperature of hotpress or of steam lS constant

From III 1, the following particular solutions are obtained.

- t.
(2n-1);: \'1/ (.,,, I" (2n-1);:.

cos--;c,---xJ(I.)··· t, ,I cos 2. I. d) ... (25)
LJI . _1/ : . a

t
t

I
I,

4 \: ('
7~ f!-~ I

12" - ] iT J ~ I
- (t'.!- \') (

_([ (2n-l);: ( 1)11-1
cos 2a X 211- 1

.................... , ,..... (2(»)

t: -_. 1m

t -- I"
4

)~ e
I~ /I = 1

---rY, /2}1---~17\~iJ
.. ( La ) ( 1Y' -:

211--1
.... , , , (27)

18.4·a~II"" = --~~~~-- , , , (28)

Sol ution (25) (27) converge very fast and unless the temperature immediately after heating

does matter the first term is sufficiently used. Figure 30 is a nomograph for practical

ca1culatlon of the time required to reach the temperature of the mid-pI ane lower by

2.5, 5, 10, awl 2TC tlnn the external temperature with the use of the first term of solution

(27), and Figure :-31 is the nomograph for 1I"f[ by solution (28).

b. Case where the temperature of hotpress and steam varies with time

By introducing the condition for h-··co into s()lution (30). (31), and (32)

I -- \' c
(I ;,' I

/2l/-1:r . ~
.... n, 1.---) Ii

-', 'La / (2n -- 1)7'.:
cos . '.:!-(/ '- X \

.,r '" ( 211 -_.. 1);:. .
I \I. )COS") I. dI.

.. I -II," - ,-(I
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(t it-

('2i,-=I1r ') ~: ,It __ L

, 4 \ (_1)"-1 ---, ~ "0 ,L , 2a ,S -
-I- \/-,la ---~-- flL(2n- h) \ e ' 9(n d¢ I·· .. ·.. ·.... ·.. (34)

, ;: / 2n ,- 1 2a J .J

(
'21l -=:'Tit) ~

4 =, -rrL .--'lit-- tJ (2n -1)7'1 (_1)"-:
t =- -- ) e cos X -------

T: ';':~l 2a 2n-1

/21l-11l:"~" .
- ,'--- 0'0 aLI '2--) s
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V. The heat conduction lJl long balk timbcT:',r'J'il)

I. Heating by hot water or by hot air

a. Case where the temper(lturE~ of heating mediulll is constant

When a long balk timber with 2a >< 2b cross section is heateel by a medium of

temperature I:, putting the initial temperature distribution as (( x,y) (Figure :32)

y

Fig. :1L

.. , .. , , , (37)

/I =0 I=f(x,y)· , , (:~8)

al l : h (I-I;) =0 (J~)ax

y Ib a~+h(t_.. /:)=O
r7y

(40 )

x=O, y=o (;1 = 0 nt = 0 ,....... (41)
ax ' uy

Transforming with T= t -- I: SD as to obtain the sDlutions which satisfy equation (:~7) (41)

in the similar way as 111 III-

Un " ~ , , (1/ In ~,
'I I (Y ,I , /1 ! I II

a " C'()S' Un ,x Um. U II U"ltl'- cos 1 Y. ~. ,
(l ) U II -+- SIn U II cos Un U 111,+ SIn U ltl cos U//I

\

'0/, '\'/1 ( '1 UI!. Ii 'III,
X .: lU,,'!)-- t: I cos I. cos-- 'I di. d 'I .

, -0/, -Ii '. a' b .'
............ ·(42)

\-vhere UI/ and If'l/ are the nth ancl tilth real roots of cot If ,celt/I/{{ and cot uc=lt/hIJ respec-

tively.

If the initial temperature distribution IS tiP putting /(x,Y) ' III

UII Ujl/, SIn UI/ sin U m
cos x cos v '

({ b" u/ I '/- SIn U/I cos It/IUII/i- sin It lll cos [(II/

........... ( 4:~ )

:')()- ..
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For temperature till, of the central axis, let x = 0, y = 0

I /1tll)~, (U/I/:') 2 I
t t c,o C~ -'1(1',,\ - "j'(l'" ,-I" ,ill sin U

II
, sinu

lll
,

1 - II' = 4 5' 5'e ' '. a " ").' - -.----.--- - -.--.---- ,-(44)
t. - t )~JI ";-;:-;;'1 Un+Sln Un COS UI/Um,+Sln tim COS U'lli.

For square cross section, let a = b, from (43) and (44) respectively

!UI/2'+U'II/,2\
t. - t c.o. '-(YL( --0- )tl

. ' --. = 4 .L: .2:~ e \ a- I

t,--i(l n~llll'-1

· .... ·· .. · .. (45)

and

As obvious in these equations the actual calculations of formulas (43)--(46) are

readUy made as the product of f:~~~ obtained for x and y, respectively, from the Gurney

Lurie's diagram (Fig. 14). This is more simplified by the present author by employing

a nomograph given in Fig. 33. For example, the temperature t at time {j on a point,

0.6a and 0.4b of the cross section is given from f.:.~ :0 obtained by calculating a~~ and (J. ~2'

putting these values on the corresponding ha and hb on the nomograph, and moving to

the reference line. The (j'll' of balk timber is obtained in the similar way as in plate,

thus

.................... , , (47)

where U: fI and U\I) correspond to ha and hb.

For a square cross section, a = b, ha = hb, thus

23a2
fie 'I =':"_-'0" ....................•............................................. (48)

(J.LU:-

b. Case where the temperature of heating medium varies with time

In this case

. at . fPt [pt
• OH = (J.L(ax~ + 8y2) (37)

; H = 0 : t = f( x, y) ( 38 )

x = T a :Q~ =j= h '/ t - ~~(H)) = 0 ( 49 )
ax \ .

ut. ( . "
y =:I=b: (j.v-Fh'il-({'(H)j"=O .. ·· · · · (50)
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By Stoke's method, assuming the sc)lution as

ICfI,x,Y) =
1/

\' A (II) cos~!!.x COS
UII1

Ii
;11"\ /1/1/. '" a !J -'

1 II It/I/ 1'1/ '\'/1 U /I, . U /II, I' IAml/ (fJ')== ~ ..__,__... ll , ~ ,IUI';,//) cos-;. cos 1 I( (I. ( 1I
ab u n j-sln U II cos U/I u"f/,I-sin U III, cos U m -,11. -<! a) . .

'(PI (j~l
and replacing t with-~o +- '-:,\"" to obtain AI/III, as follows

fjx~ oY-

K 4a!JSlIl Uli sin U/I/.

U/ I Um

I ("Um! ~ \'fi e
T 1)" . I'

where

f<: 1 Un U/i'

. = (1.1) ul/~sjllU~; cos U 11 U'iI'+ sin U 1/1• cos Urn

From the initial condition

U'I' . U m t' tcOS-":"/. cos-, . I( ( I. ( II,
(I ) • .

Using these

i!UII'~, (ulll.)~it

X(J.L-:li(Z~,-'I)~+IU1·ml~:I·1Ie'YLI\~) II. Ii· I' <;C¢)d2 (51)
a . ) , 1.'

When the initial temperature distribution lS to

II_ ~ IY,!.J ('Ull) ~ i !U lil. ') ~II! .
I {[' \ Ii I . U ll . U m SIn U II S1n U,f/,t ,~4!_: >.: e " COS-- X cos V.--_" _ -

1/ = I /1/.1 a b . U II -I- SIn U II cos Zl II U II1,+ sin Um cos U /II,

((Ull)~ , (U m \

X t + (J.) (tt ll \2+ (U III,) ~ i \'11 e IY"I ';~i 'Ii )
o i (l I '. b ,I. "

The temperature t'l/ of central aXlS lS

" 1,1
c( n (~ : ................. ·(52)
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2. Heating with steaming

a. Case where the temperature of steaming is constant

By introducing into equation (42)-(44) conditions for h-too, Un = (2n -1 )n/2 and

U'IIb=(2m-1)n/2, the solutions are

f ( 2n -In \ ~ (2m-In ') ~I
1 ,~ c~' -,ax -2-- I +!Y y , 21 (~ (2n-l)n (2m-1)nt- (=_. L l: e -- " a, " ); cOS--

2
--a -x cos--2--b--y

ab'n=l'llI,=1

~
'II. ~.,) I ' . ) (2n-1)n, (2m--l)n d'd

X") 1(/., fl)- t'.J' cos 2a I. cos--2--b---- ,u ,A f-! ····· .. ····{54)
-((, -b\

10

9

B
1
6
5
JJ.
3
1

8

7

6
S

<
.)

.?
I

e
#r
25
24
23
22
21
20
79
78
VI
76
75
74
73
72
77
70
9
8
7

6
5
4-
3
2
7
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~. ( (2n --In) ~ (211l-1Jr 'l ~
" ", 'J :",..., (:<' .~ (ttr, ~-- ~.j~ ("tIl -...--- - -- , H' •I: -- t_ ( 4 ) ~ )..')' t·· 2a "" 2b ) ) (2n - 1) T: (2m -- 1) T:

'-- - - ._J_J e ' . ' cos-- . x cos b Y
t, - to '. r.. n=l 1/1.=1 2a 2

(-l)it+III-~
X ._--~-_ .._._ , , ···(55)

(2n-l)(2m-l) ~ .

For actual calculation of equation (55), the scales for ha = co at the left side of Fig. 33

is employed. He'l ~n this case is, by replacing U 1 in equation (47) by r../2

Hw/ =. _·i·8~·T ·(57)

a(a:!.+-b~)

15 ~

1

6
5

LJ
3
~

Fig. :~5
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Fig. 34 is the nomograph for the time required to reach t 1- t'l/b = 2.5, 5, 10, and 20''( at

the central axis using the first term in equation (56), and Fig. 35 is that for equation

(57).

b. Case where the temperature of steaming changes with time

Introducing the condition h-Hx) in equation (51 )-(53)

1 ".'.-, ~~ _a)(2;i-f7t)~+('21Jl-I1r\!~Lo (2n-1)n (2m-I):
t=----2: 2.., e t·. 2a / ' 2b ,) cos---------x cos--- --Y

abn =1 '/;/=1 2a 2b

I\'n \~b, (2n-1)n, (2tn--1)n ,4\2 (_1)11+/1'-2
Xi . f(l.,p) cos I. cos-~------f-l dJ. d,u+l--) ab---------------- .

,-~ -It. -IJ 2a 2b \ n ' (2n-l)(2m-l)

~.(2n--=--fn)~ I (?-m=ln)2 l lli.e ();L.!(2n2~1!E) ~ +- (2tJ~i!JE.) ~ J~ ,( "") d~-I (58)
XaL 1_ ,--~"I 2b- On . .. . <,.:;:; C;-J .

(
'4 (':; D_', '."?, _();L,((?n-~T1r ..)~+(2~l-~~~2!':.(I-o (2n-1)n (2m-I);: (_l)1L+/II-z

t = - l, 2-, e \' 2a - \ 2b' I cos------------x cOs-----Y -~~~=-
'n '. 1/=1/)/=1 2a 2b (2n-1)(2m-1)

X [to+a,{(2iii i"Y+em~-inr .1:e ",I (2";;,1")"f (2;n~ j "i '}, "C,,) d('J.. (59)

VI. The heat conduction in short balk timber:;I1),:;])

1. Heating by hot water or by hot air

a. Case where the temperature of the heating medium is constant

In this case the rapid heat conduction from the end surface can not be neglected.

When a balk, 2a· 2b· 2c, the initial temperature distribution being f(x,Y,z) is heated by a

medium of temperature t 1, then

at (Pt iPt a:!.t
fi[j=axDx~+ a!lay~+a!az~ ' ····· .. (1)

II = 0 : t=f(x,Y,z) , , ·(61)

x = +a: g~ =F h( t - t 1) = 0 ( 39)

at __Y = -F b :Oy+ h( t - t; ) = 0 ( 40)

at
'0.--Fh(t t 1 )=0 · .. · .. · .... · .. ·· .... · .. · .. ·· .. · .. · .... · .. ···· .. ·· .. · .. · .. · .. · .. · .. (62)
(lZ

x = 0, y = 0, Z = (J
at Dt - at -
.. - = °- =() ----=0 ·(63)ax 'Dy , Bz
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Thansforming by T= i - i l to obtain a particular solution which satisfy these equations in

the similar way as in IV and V

1 _ ( ('ltl~)~, ('1t"!-L)~ (l,,}))~}ot- t = __ . \, ".\--, lax a TI};!I b +1};Z C
1 b LJLJ LJe ,ac nrnp

y

Un UUL U J)

X ~:~+- sinU~COSU1~U m +-sln~u1l~--cos U'/IL U]J +SIn U J)-cos U Ji

\

"11, \~b \~C ( " ) Un ],t'm Up
X 'I.!(J.,P,';)- (.1" cos-J. cos-b-p cos-,; dJ. d,u d,; .. ······· '" ········-(64)

.-fl.-IJ.-C. a c

where Up is the pth real root of cotu =u/hc, when the initial temperature distribution IS

to, let !CJ.,p,J,;) = to,

X . ._~~~UIl------ -;si~,,'!~___ .__,sinu lJ .•.•.••••.•. (65 )
u n+sln Un cos Un U m,+Sln Um, cos U m u JI +sln U J) cos Up

The temperature in; of the center is, putting x = 0, y = 0, z = 0,

X .~l!~l!I ..~nu?/~ ~•.~ll~I~---- (66 )
U n+ SIn Un COS Un UUL+ SIn U'!/L cos U?I/, U p + SIn Up cos Up

The time tle'l for the thermal equilibrium of the center is

H = ---:---~-~------- '" , ( 67)
(!'I (. U 'a . ~ (' U , b)' ~ ( U , ~ \ ~

fJ.x L_) + fJ.y -bL + (J.~ - ..,,)

.. a.. '.. ... c .

where, Ula, Ull), U le correspond to ha, hb, he respectively.

b. Case where the temperature of heating medium changes with time

We can write

at a2 t a'.!.t \ a~t8H = aJ,(D'x~+ 6
y
i) + a"GZ:J -( 1)

II = ° t=!(x,y,z) · · (61)

x =::Fa: ~~::Fh[t-(,O(II)}=O · ·· ··· · ·· .. · · .. -(49)

:Fb : Qt·:lh.lt--w(H)),c.=O ······(50)ay ( . )

z Ie gf:L h(1--- cur)). = (] , ·(68)
oz I. . J
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and by Stoke's method, assuming this solution as

{

t( (j, x,y ,z) = L, L, L, A lI'm11( (j) cos!!'a!~x cosU
b
7n'y cos~J1z

n 'In P

\A mJl,p( fI) = atc ul~+-sfn ~:I-cos-it-;: U~,~-~t- sIn~~;JI, cos U llb u;J + sIn :~'-COS-UP

'((, ,'/J'e U U'lib UpX \ \ t( (j';", /l, ',; )cos ----.!!-i. cos--
b
-- P cOS---!..- di. d p d,

.,-((,~-bJ-c ,a c

.()::.t O::.t, ()::.t ..
replacing t wIth a~(~)+-~----;»)+a/~) as sImIlar as In the foregoing chapter

ux~ uy~ / uz~

Un U'm UpX ,. - ------;---.---------.-------- ----------;------------- .. ------ ------ --,------ .----------------
U n + SIn Un COS Un Um,+ SIn U m, COS U m, U p + SIn U J1 cos U J)

l\ /t \/1 \'C h(' ) Un, U'm Up d' d d 8 b sinun sinum, sinu"X J' A,p,',; COS---Il COS-b P cos v/, ltv + a c-----------------
,-1t. -b. -c a c Un Um, Up

When the initial temperature distribution is to

n 'III, Jl

( , {( Un)~ (lillb )~} I .' (' Up \)~)
t= 8./\_._-'J_\-~.)--J'e -\(1'.1. \a +\ b, --/1'" -;; -. R COS~,(IlX' u,///, CC)S'!!..."-Z

L L -- a cos--ij-Y c

sin Un sin U'm SIn u]JX ----------;---------- -----=.------ __~_._-----=c---
Un+SIn Un COS Un u'm+sIn U 71b COS U m, ul'+sin Up COS Up

The temperature t.1Ib of the center is

X sin Un sin U'lib

-un+sin Un cos U n- u71b+sin U m cos U uo

sin Up
---

up+sin Up cos U"

2. Heating' with steaming

a. Case where the temperature of steaming ]s constant.
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We introduce the conditions for h ---'t OJ 1. e.
(2i -1)

Ul= 2 r.., sin u l=(-ly-t, and

COSU1=O (i=n,m,p) into equation (64) - (66), to obtain the solutions as follows

_ 1 c-, __, c-, __[rtxC~~=l7t_)'~-+ltll(.~21fL=--1_1C'f-+rtz(2P--~7t_fLfl
t-t. --b'-- l :> 1e ~ 2a '. 2b, ',2(, If

. a c ~'~,~J

(2n-l)r.. (2m-1)r.. (2p-1)n
xcos- 2a-x cos--iib- .... Y cos--2C-z

\
'''[IJ[Cj ,) (2n-1)r.. (2m-1)n (2P-1)r.. .x_ JJ if l..),P.,2-) - tlt cOs---------za~J. cOs-----2b---/-J. cos--- 2c----J,; dl.. d,ll d:; .. · (72)

-'/,-/I-G

! '." r (-211=T7r\ ~ (2m-liT )" ~ (' '2p--=T1T ')~I
t :.:--_ t =, ( 3-_ ) ,2:: 1: l:e -tItx ,-----za--! -\- rt 1/ '-2b . +a z , '-2c '-, rfJ

i: - to "r.. .' n 111 l'

(2n-1)r.. (2m-1)r.. (2P- 1)r.. (--1 Yl+m+/I-:' ,
X cos--------x cos Y cos----z-- ----- --~-------- ...... ( 73)

2a 2b 2c ( 2n -- 1)(2m -- 1)(2P - 1 )

t t ( .~ :, _ . . _.I ('.-2n=TiT)~, (.-2m-liT .\~ ,_ .('2P--11r ')~t ( 1)Il+m'+1J-:'
,- 'lib 't) c-, -, -, lax -, all\-- , -, az -------- 18 -.-------- -~ 111 e \ 2a . 2b I 2c ---- ~------

t,-to -,r.. 1~~'7: ' '- (2n-l)(2m-l)(2p-1)

...... (74)

From equation (67)

Her, = -'-1- 1i86 -------1 (75)
fl.L( ------;;+ -b-;) ;\ + fl 1/ "'. a~ ~. c-

b. Case where the temperature of steaming changes with t~me.

Similarly by using the conditions for h->OJ, from equation (69)--(71)

(2n-1)r.. (2m --1)r: (2P--l) r..
xcos----2a----x cos ····Zb . y cos~--'-2c -z

1-['" \'IJ \'.C _. (2n-1):. (2m-1)7: (2P-1)r: .xl' j(I.,/I,:;) cos- -- .. I. cos-- --p cOs------------J,; dl.. d p d:;
-, -It, -II- -G 2a 2b 2c

. ' .. ·(76)
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-2n1 2m-'-I '2'P-" 1" ( _I)Jl+In+l'-;)
X cos - iT. X cos ._,- iT.Y cos-_:::-_-~-z '

2a 2b 2c (~2:--n----:I:-::-)~(L"C'-~m---'::-I-::-)(,..-,;2:-:-P----::;I~)

X [to + (a L f(~~2~JEY+ (2mib IiT.Y1 + u,,(2P:~ In))

~
" H (rL! C~~=~~ ')' ~ -I- (~!.~l-~:I~)' ~,l., -I- It" (',~E=~~7f ")' ~) t ," - J- ,

X e, t, 2a ,2b J ,,2c, /'(p(f) d; ······· .. ······(77)
II

It is considerably convenient for actual calculation to rewrite by using k = U,jUL which

is obtained in III-4 as follows

.1(',,' U/I ')2+ \,"u,/tI,), 2Lt- ('Ul' ')2 _ 1/,'U:>t)~ I (U'''''')'' 2+ k(IUI' ')~t
U.:. I \ _." ---- I a" \-~ - UL 1\-. ,. - ,----: j

~ a; b l , ,C I ,.a ,b.,c,

VII. The heat condution of long round timber

1. Heating by hot water or by hot air

a. Case where the temperature of heating medium is constant

When a round timer, with radius a and very large length for the radius, is heated

with a heating medium of temperature (, the heat conduction in a longitudinal direction

can be neglected, and so putting the initial temperature distribution as fer).

8t (pt 1 Dt '
Df) = a.L(ar~·+ r Dr) (79)

H = 0: t =f (r) ( 80)

r = ({ :
at ,-+ hl.) - t;) = 0 ·(81 )
iJr
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Transforming by T = t - t1 , the solution for equation (79 )-(81) is

where }.,1Jb represents the m th p8sitive root of xJl(x)-haJoCx)=O and is given in Table 20

for various ha.

Table 20 Roots of eq. xl] (x) -halo(x) =0

ha A~ A~

I
A:; A.\ A5

I'··
0 0.000 3.832

•
7.016 10.174 13.324

I0.001 I 0.045 3.832
I

7.016 10.174 13.324

0.002
I

0.063 3.832 I 7.016 10.174 13.324
1

0.005
I

0.100 3.833
I

7.016 10.174 13.324

0.01 I 0.141 3.834
I

7.017 10. 175 13.324

0,02

I

0.200 3.837
i

7.019 10.176 13.325

0.05 0.314 3.845 !. 7.023 10. 178 13.327I I

O. 1
I

0.442 3.858 I 7.030 10.183 13.331

0.2 0.617 3.884 7.044 10.193 13.338

I0.5 0.941 3.959 7.086 10.222 13.361
I

1.256 4.079 7.156 10.271 13.398

2 1. 599 4.292 7.288 10.366 13.472

5 1. 990 4.713 7.617 10.622 13.679

10 2.180 5.034 7.957 10.936 13.959

20 2.288 5.257 8.253 11.268 14.296

50 2.357 5.411 8.484 11.562 14.643

eXJ 2.405 5.520 8.653 11. 792 14.931

If the temperature distribution of the timber is uniform, to, then let I( Yt) = to

The temperature t1ll, of the central axis is, putting r = 0

_.... ()2



(Jt ',( _- + hJ t - 0(11) " = 0········································· ·(86)(Jr l . }
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The forms of equation (82)--(84) are well known widely and Figure 36 is Gurney-Lurie

diagram for equation (83).

(A1n )2
The time He'! is, putting e -lXl. ~a H = (Un

2 3 4-

eX %,2
Fig. :~6 Diagram of eq. (8.31

4.6a:lHWI = ----~.'-;;- ( 85 )
al.l.; ~

b. Case where the temperature of heating medium changes wjth time

~ g~=a,(~>i ~~) ..........·..·(79)

. II = O. t=j(r) · · · (80)

l r ~ 0

This solution is obtained by putting

(J:!.t 1 (Jt
and bv replacing t by - -, + -- --

or:!. r Dr

1-\"1(, (). '" "J;(J.III.) ('J,,'II/' ):!.\'e (tl.(AmyF. ~ ~lx l jiCr;) ] ~/I''Y1)r; dr;, +- a--~-al. -- ,e a . c,-;(c) d,:::. I ........ ·(87)
,_'. (t 1 0. /1 '1, 1 ~ a 0u A '/II, -'" II J
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when the initial temperature distribution is to

I
"t (1.,:Ub)2\'1J (t:L(AIIIY~ / 'I

X O+fl.L-' e a te(n d¢I'·································(88)_. a, .0 _

the temperature in/, of the central axis is

(
'A lib)'~e] . (;UI)~t

i ==2~>"'e -Il'L(i- 1Um,) --Li + ('Am:):!r lJ
Il'L (I" S J~) d~-l (89)

/II. ._' • {J 2( ~' J' "( , 0 fl.L ,.. ,e 'c,c c ....
tI/~.1 l. 7Jb a 'Am.)+ ,~J.m.)}- \ a" . II ", J

2 Heating with steaming

a. Case where the temperature of steaming is constant

In the similar manner as in the previous chapter ]o(x)=O must be satisfied Jl1 xf:(x)

-- hafn( x) = 0 for ha-,oo and by using this results equations (82)--(84) become

C\IU)~(i
t:~tlll. =2 2' e -'YL, a. J ., ,'" '" '" '" , (92)
t, - to '/1;::::'.1 Am,f: :!(J..)//,)

()~(I for this case is from equation (85) by the use of A1 = 2.405 from Table 20

H - 0.795a
2

....•. '" ........•.••..•....••...........•.................•....•...•.• , '" ., .(93)
''''1- fl.L

Figure 37 is, similarly as in the foregoing chapter, the nomograph for the time

required to reach l: - tm. = 2.5,5, 10, and 20°C at the central axis in round timber using the

first term of equation (92), and Figure 38 is the one for equation (93).

b. Case where the temperature of steaming changes with time

Into equation (87)-(89) the condition JoCx)=O for h-HX) is introduced, and thus
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1/' "a ; },'I11]:()./II.) , a, . U J

VIII. The heat conduction in short round timber

1. Heating by hot water or by hot air

a. Case where the temperature of heating medium is constant

When a timber has a short length the longitudinal heat conduction from the end

surface can not be neglected and the following equations are obtained when the timber

whose initial temperature distribution is j(i ,z) is heated b~T a heating medium having a
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constant temperature t1

r

ot I [Pt 1 at ... [Pi
(70 = aJ\ Or:J+yor) +a"Dz:J ·········· .. ··· ··· ·· .. ·.. ··· ····-(97)

f} = 0 : t = f(r,z) (98)

atr = a ar +h( t -- t 1 ) = 0 (81 )

z = =r:c: g; =r=h(t·- t;) = 0 ··(62)

The solution satisfying these equations is obtained by transforming by T = t - t 1, simiarly

I'll re ' A \
X n L 'j 1(",,;}- t 1 } J 0 ( .}/I, " h cosU. /i,; d" d,; -(99 )

•• e a, c

In which A/II' is the mth positive root of xI(x)--haJo(x) = 0 and Up pth real root of

cotu =ujhc.

When the initial temperature distribution is to, putting {(",,;) = to

............... ( 1(0)

For the temperature tlJl, of the center, putting r = 0, z = ()

r ()~ (')~}--}lY.c /\1/1: -+lY Up - e
The time Oef{ for this case is, putting.e ,(J II c, = 0.01

O"q = ---_..) --~~'-'-'-'-'" ( 102)
at (_.1.. ,,! ~+ (J. (t:!1) ~

a I II \ C

b. Case where the temperature of heating medium changes with time

(at fj'!.t 1 at' a2trio = a«[)r?+ r Dr) +a
"fJz2

··········,······· ···(97)

H = 0

r= a

t = f(r,z) ·(98)

at f ,I
ar+hi,t-<p(fj)r =0·································································,·(86)

~~:'Fh {t.-- «,CO)}- = 0································································· ·(68)
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By the Stoke's method, assuming the solution as

. .f)'!·t 1 at \ fP·t
and then replacmg t wIth fJ.L('" ., '~f- ~- --.) -1- ai/---~~ as lI1 the previous cases,or- r or. az~

If the initial temperture distribution t [1 is uniform

r- ." ", • "( \0 {(l·{~"~r-l-iYIJu]J Y} ~ ]
Xlt+!a.L(J.?II')~+(J.(UI'\-J' e a \CI (.~(¢)d¢_ (104)

LO I, ·a. ".ci.o

the temperature of the center is

- LyI~II')~ + IX (U1J Y} Ii

t -- 4 y' )~~' t \ a i/ \ t. J
'111,- L..-J._J e

'in '}J

1:( i..m.) sin Up

1.1IIo{]o'.!.(i..m )+ ]l'.!.(i..II/.)}u~p+sinUp cos Up

2. Heating with steaming

a. Case where the tempeature of steaming is constant

By introducing into equation (99}-(l0l) the conditions for h-;oo i. e. JaCx)=O,
2P-l

U p= 2 ,sinu/J =(-ly-l and cosup=O

--. 67 .--,
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...... ·.. ···(107)

. (('. All/, '. ~ ( 21)=IT( \~I
8 -,-, -I ry L i a ) -I IY" \~I ) tJ 1 (-- 1) 11

-]L 21 e . ,..---.; ·(108)
1:", 11 1m, I; ( /"11/, )

in which Am is the mth positive root of IoCx) = O. Hpq is obtained by putting A; ,=2.405 and

U 1 =-~- into equation (102).

b. Case where temperature of steaming changes with time

Introducing the conditions for h-iOO into equation (103)- -(105), the solutions are

L\
11. \c. - iA II".. 'iF~- i I:

X ..' !(r;,JJ)Io(--r;)YiCOS i - JJdr;dy;
• fl. -c a . 2c

, ---- . (1/'\11" ~ . 12p-l n: ')~ l t

4 I( ";)( 1)'-] '" '2P 1 .) "0 ,r..YL ---) j'IT 1'-'-- 's -I+ ---~ a~c-l-/'I/'_..-=---~-) aLI 1~1i") ~+all !,---;:----~) ~ l \ e) "a, ", 2c ./ j <;(Od~.
il /..11" 2P - 1 I, ". (t , 2c / )., (I _

........... ·(109)

J i i\ lib " ~ , ( 2. /J '- f 1[) ~ I
--, 11"L: I'lf - ---0 " ,- 1)-]

t = S.,_ )' Y'e l 'a) II \ Li / J I (~'!".'r) cos?P=-! I: z .... " .. 1, ~U_
.'_JL,-' n 2 I .j{"; '\ 2P 1

7: In lJ ", a " C 1... \.. A'ln J -

~ .r ("; \~'2--P~1- ~. "0 '~aL('~-In'.·.')~+a,,(.?l=1...~)"~I(~'
It -' /''//b) (- il)' I, \ I ,a '2( (i")di"j (110)XL +1.aL ---. +a--------. ( e, . (£: c:: .- •••.••

o , " a I " . 2c I. il ,- " _

In the same manner as in VI, putting a" = kaL in the above equations so as to rewrite

coefficient as foHows for convenience of practical calculation

\1.!A'ln")~_I_ ('Z!.p\2 = J(·'J.I/~\~.L}l (.U/i.\~1.(J.L , (J." I aL I I I I Ja, C/ . {t, .C
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IX. Application to hotpressed plywood~n)

In I-VIII, no flow of heat is considered except the heating surface, and there dis-

cussions have been made on the common case where the heat thus conducted is entire-

ly used to raise the temperature of wood. In manufacturing hotpressed plywood there

come other facters whi.ch influence on the heat conduction. For example, high water re

sistant plywood employs phenol resin, resorcinol resin, or melamine resin so that the

temperature of hot plates becomes often 130-150c C, and when a number of thin veneer

are inserte=l between hot plates, even below 100G C some parts of heat radiate from the

sides of the assembly or is consumed in the form of latent heat of evaporation or con

sumed by a kind of thermal resistance caused by microscopically incomplete contact

between many of glue lines a'1d veneers. These factors work to give anomalous process

of temperature rise in veneer assembly. Therefore in these cases the general basic

differential equation for the heat conduction should has some additional terms, but these'

are influenced by a great number of factors so that even if the theoretical solutions are

obtained their actual calculation is difficult and it seems convenient for practical purpose

to use the theoretical solutions with modification by determining experimentally appro

priate coefficients. The present chapter contains a few considerations for these particular

cases.

1. Lumber-core plywood

In lumber-core plywood the percentage of glue lines to plywoo=l thickness is com

paratively small, and so its influence can be neglected and this case is treated quite similar

ly as that of wood plate concerning to the heat conduction. Thus as shown in Fig. 15

in oven dried wood experimental result gives a good agreement with the theoretical solu

tion above lO)GC as well as below 100'C, and even in wet wood gives fairly a good agree

ment if the heating temperature is below 100e. An example is given in Fig. 39, which

indicates that whether moisture-proofing treatment is made on the side-surfaces of plate

or not the process of temperature rise is almost similar; the curve in the figure represents

of the result obtained by calculation taking lZL = 0.0865 for u = 0.245 from Fig. 21.

However, in the case where wood contains moisture and the heating temperature is

above 100'C the theoretical solution from equation (2 r
/) sho,ws a good agreement with the

experimental values only before the temperature of the mid-plane reaches nearly 100"C as

shown in Fig. 40 and after that the latter shows remarkably low temperature-rising so

that it deviates from the normal process. This is obviously due to the fact that above
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lOO"C the larger parts of heat supplied are consumed as latent heat and also a part

radiates from the side-surface. In this case the theoretical solution will, as mentioned

40
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Fig. 39 Change of temperature of
wet wood (Cryptomeria)

initial end Thick--
moisture // ness

Fi g. 40 Change of temperature of wet wood
when heated~at 130°C (Cry/Jtomeria),

thickness 1, 4 -1, 45cm.

content //

Coating 25,4% 23,6 1,5cm
no // 25,9 22,9 1,47
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Fig. 42 Relation between k and the moisture
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previously, do nothing in actual utilization at all. Fig. 41 represents a part of results of

the similar experiments with plate having the same initial moisture content and different
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thickness, and from this it is obvious that if the inital moisture content is same the tem

perature tm of the mid-plane shows nearly the same value for the same tJja'J independently

on the thickness. In other words, the heat conduction in this case is similar to theoretical

solution and its characteristic is not lost. Therefore the present author has tried to obtain

the formula determining k experimentally by employing the following experimental for-

mula

! 211-=1 7C) ~
4 _, -!(ltLI

, - 2a-- e ( - 1)11-1
---) e . . ---~ ························(112)

7'. ''r/ 2n-1

as similar equation of formula (27) for the temperature of the mid-plane, k is an dimen

sionless number which is to be regaded as a kind of resistant coefficient of heat transfer,

and is determined by the initial moisture content of plate and f} ja'J. For the application

of formula (112) a diagram must be obtained, which represents .~~ =- ~':b and ka£z in a quite

similar way as the Gurney-Lurie diagram; it can be obtained by converting the abscissa

of the Gurney-Lurie diagram into ka-~.~. First, plates having same moisture content and
a~

different thickness are heated by hot plates with a constant temperature to estimate tUb

and then to determine the relations between fJ j a'.!. and ka, i. e. k. The relation of () j a 2

0.9
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Fig. 4:3 Relation of k to f)la~

For lumber-core plywood
u : initial average moisture content of veneer and core.
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'fable 21 The values of k at various initial moisture content of wood
(Chamaecypm'is TAIWANHINOKI, 1"0=0.36, 20ao=0.109)

II

- I it: -tin1 Il It m il:-t"'I' --k,r- nO: k,t
I t; __ t~ a-_I

20.0

I

k i

1.0 em

I
O. 690iO. 0575 0.527, 104.7: 25.30.230

Tkiekness

Initial moisture content 27.4 % // 27.2!
-- -----------------.- - ----.-------------------------------------·---------1-,-

j II 1.48; II

'-------- ! --------
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and k is previously determined by following the same process for various initial moisture

contents (Table 21). Then, the temperature t'lib after heating for fi minutes is obtained by

calculating fi /a'.!. and k corresponding to the initial moisture content from the above rela

tion and by seeking t/l-~ ~':I' by ka, i. e. ka H/ a'.!. from the diagram. Any standard may be

available for the value of aL and the present author employs one given in Fig. 2l.

Fig. 42 shows the relation of fi/a'.!., u, and k obtained from the above experiments on

some species and on some moisture contents. From the fact that k = 1 when U =0, this

relation is represented by the following formula

k=(U+l)-IJ

The constant b is 0.102, 0.193, 0.285, 0.354, 0.402, 0.441, 0.468, 0.494, 0.520,0.550, 0.565,

0.572, and 0.577 for tI /a'.!. =8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40, 60, 80, 100, and 120 respec

tively. For the sake of convenience the relation of k and O/a'.!. of Eig. 42 is represented

in the form of a graph, in Fig. 43.

Illustration

What is the temperature of the mid-plane of the lumber-core plywood of Fagus

(BUNA), 2 cm thick, after hotpressing for 12 minutes at 130"C? The average initial

moisture content of plywood as:;embly is 189£ and the initial temperature is 18"C.

The thermal diffusivity of plywood is from Fig. 21 an=0.091 and the time required

h 'd 1 f h 1 d 1 100GC' t,-t 111
, 130-100 0268 F hfor t .e ml~p ane 0 t e p ywoo to reac 1 IS t~ _ to = ~130 '-':18 =. . rom t e

diagram an ~'.!. =0.63 and H=0.63·P/0.091· .6.9 min. Then in Fig. 43, the value of k for

H/a'.!.=12/P=12 is obtaine::l from the line for 18% as k=0.57, therefore ka ~'.!. =0.57·0.109

·12=0.745 (The standard value of a is 0.109 from Fig. 21). Thus again from the dia

gram, t(~t;:, =0.2, t~ =130, and to=18 so that it is obtained t'lll,=107. 6°C.

Fig. 44 shows the heating time required for a plate, 2 cm thick (2a = 2), which is hot

pe3sed at 130, 140, and 150'C, to reach 120"C at its depth from the surface O.4a (x=0.6a),

0.6a (x=O.4a), 0.8a (x=0.2a), and at the mid-plane (x=O) for various moisture contents.

It can do with a plywood of a given thickness by recalculating these standard values in

proportion to ratio of square of the thickness. For example, the time H1 required to reach

120'C at the position 6 mn deep (x=O.6a) from the surface of plywood, which is 3 cm

thick and contains average moisture content 10%, is obtained by seeking the time Ho= 7.3

for the thickness 2 cm, x =O.6a from Fig. 44 and then by calculating from 7.3/B] = 12/1.52 ,

&, = 16,5 minutes,
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2. All-veneer plywood

As described previously when a large number of glue lines exist m plywood the

temperature there differs to some degree from that in the case of the foregoing article

due to a kind of thermal resistance. Fig. 45 shows an example of such a case, whicb
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indicates the relation of dla:!., U, and k of the plywood composed of 1 mm thick Betula

(KABA) and 1.5 mm thick ChamaecypflJ'is (HI NOlZI) veneer, phenol-resin film glue, which

is hotpressed at 140°C, by measuring i'lll" i'In', and i m " respectively for the depth x =0,

x = a/3, and x = 2a13, in the similar way as in 1. The values of the coefficient b in

k=(U+l)-h are shown in Table 22.

0.9 ~-,.--r--r--------'
Ie = (u-r7f b

08 1-\-+--+---+--.----,----1

O.7 I+~~-+--+--+-;---r---j

o.31C!~~
Q2~

0.7 0 5 7(J 75 20 25 30%
Moisture content u

Fig. 4fi Helation between k and moisture contento.
For tm (x=O)

Table 22 The values of b of (u+ 1;-'1

0.210 0.239

0.289 0.319

0.349 0.387

0.410 0.433

0.465 0.466

0.492 0.495

0.522 0.520

0.490 0.494

0.464 0.461

0.4m 0.439

tJ/a~

6

9

12

15

18

21

24

36

42

45

50

for
tm (x=O)

for
tu / (x=a/3)

for
t m ' ! (x=2a/3)

0.268

0.346

0.382

0.422

0.449

0.470

0.498

0.520

0.503

0.461

0.449

In Fig:. 46 the relation of k and Hla:: is shown for til., t",', and till" for the sake of

practical convenience, and calculation by this method is made in quite the same manner
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as in 1. It should be remarkable in this figure that when ()/ a~ <24 the values of k differ

according to their position in the plywood. This indicates that the temperature distribu-·

tion is not similar to the theoretical one at the early period of heating so that it becomes

more flat in the vicinity of the mid-plane.

0.8 r---,---,--...,----,------,....."

foy tm(x=o)

1/ t~(x=%)

// t';" (x=~)

07 ~-.---.-11---+--+-~

(.)51--~'tM:~~-_+_-_+_-+_-~~-__l

~

03

ob r-~..:..n--_+_-_+_-+_____,-___:_--.,.--_l

02 ~-+-+_-+--t--=::::::t===+==-I_-1

o15'::-~70:----J75L-...--2..L.O-....J25--3.LO-3-JS--4IJL-~4S

o/a 2

Fig. 46 Relation of k to eja2

For all~veneer plywood
u : initial moisture content of veneer.

In the next place comes the case of the temperature rise in a plywood bonded with

soyabeen glue and hotpressed at 100°C, which gives a considerable agreement with the

80
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Fig. 47 Relation of U.L to the average moisture content
of aU-veneer plywood (Hotpressing)

theoretical solution. Calculating (/. from the measured temperature, its relation with the
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average initial moisture content is shown in Fig. 47, in which the chain line is given for

comparison with the curve in Fig. 21. Being obvious therefrom, the appearent thelma!

diffusivity in this case is somewhat lower than that in plates or in lumber-core plywood

so that the temperature rise is slower, the difference, however, being not so remarkable.

130

Ql
:... 720t--r-~-~:-v---1
J
~

9..770
~

~

700t----+-~~~--1

90 ~---'-__~_....J

a
Distance from

mid-plane

Fig. 48 Temperature gradient in Tego bonded
all-veneer plywood (Hotpressing)

One result is shown in Fig. 48, on the calculated values and the corresponding measured

values when film-glue is employed.

Summary

In the present study. discussions have been made on the availability of the differential

equation of heat conduction in wood particularly on the inflnence of various factors on

the thermal diffusivity, and on some representative cases the solutions or the practical

method of calculation are given. Finally applications to hotpressed plywood are discussed.

1. Wood is a kind of heterogeneous, anisotropic, and porous material composed of

various kinds of cells, but as a industrial material it can be regarded to be homogeneous

at least along one direction and the internal flow of heat is done chiefly by conduction.

Thus the fundamental equation (1) and (2) is applicable on approximate basis to plate,

balk and round timber.

2. 'fhe thermal diffusivity obtained from calculation according to numbers of experi

mental formula previously reported varies to some extent depending on the density and

temperature of wood but it can be regarde=l to be constant for the practical purpose. By
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moisture, however, it greatly influenced, particularly in low moisture range, so that it

can not be a constant when the moisture content of wood is changed considerably during

heating.

3. T'he values of the therJnal diffusivity obtained directly from the measurement of

the internal temperature by the use of the theoretical solution (26) or (27) show similar

tendency for varlous factors describei above to the calculated ones: (a) in the direction

perpendicular to fiber the experimented values agree fairly well with the calculated ones,

and (b) in the fiber direction the experimented ones differ markedly from the calculated

ones in low moisture content range and there is also considerable difference between co

nifers and broad-leavei trees (d. Fig. 25). Therefore employment of the calculated value

of (J. concerning to the heat conduction in the fiber direction produces considerable errors.

4. In the range which is represented by broken line in Fig. 25, the thermal diffusivity

is changej during steaming sa that the theoretical solution can not be employe:..i.

5. In chapter IV-VIII, the solutions were obtained on a plate, long and short balk

timber, rOUll.:i timber, and nomographs were given for particularly important cases in prac

tise.

6. When a plywood is hotpressej at above lOO°C the internal ternperature shows

anomalous manner of rising. For this case the coefficient k was obtained experimentally

by the use of similar formula to salution (26) or (27) on lumber-core plywood and a11

veneer plywoad, and a simplified method of temperature calculation was devised there

from. When many thin veneers are inserte::l between hot plates and hotpressed at below

lOOGe appearent thermal diffusivity of them give samewhat lower than that of wood plate

or lumber-core plywood (Fig. 47).
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